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Abstract
Cooperative-diversity networks technology is a promising solution to the high datarate coverage required in future wireless communications systems. There are two main
advantages of this technology: the low transmit RF power requirements and the spatial
diversity gain. Different cooperation diversity protocols have been proposed for wireless
networks. The basic idea is that in addition to the direct transmission from the transmitter to the receiver, there are other nodes, which can be used to enhance the diversity by
relaying the source signal to the destination. This thesis investigates the performance of
cooperative diversity networks using various relaying and cooperative techniques.
This thesis addresses five cooperative diversity cases. In the first case, we analyze
the error and outage performance of cooperative diversity networks using amplify-andforward and adaptive decode-and-forward relaying over independent non-identical flat
Nakagami-m fading channels. We derive closed-form expressions for the error and outage probabilities and analyze their dependence on the channel parameters. In adaptive
decode-and-forward relaying, among M relays that can participate, only C relays (C :::; M),
with good channels to the source, decode and forward (retransmit) the source information
to the destination. In amplify-and-forward all the M relays can participate in resending
the source signal to the destinations. In both techniques, the destination combines the
direct and the indirect signals using the maximum ratio combining (MRC) technique. Results reveal that fixed protocols for amplify and forward increase the performance unlike
decode-and-forward which need an adaptive protocol to improve the performance.
In the first case we assume that the destination has perfect knowledge of the channel
state information (CSI) of all links. While in some scenarios the CSI can be acquired using
the pilot symbols or training sequences, it may not be possible in some systems, particularly with fast fading channels. In the second case we relax this condition by assuming that
no CSI is needed at the relays and the destination using differential equal gain combining (EGC) in cooperative diversity networks for both techniques amplify-and-forward and

decode-and-forward. In this case, we derive exact closed-form expressions for the average
bit error rate and outage probability. Furthermore, we find the SNR moments, the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the amount of fading. Numerical results show that the
differential EGC can benefit from the path-loss reduction and outperform the traditional
multiple-input single output (MISO). Also, numerical results show that the performance of
the differential EGC is comparable to the maximum ratio combining (MRC) performance.
In the previous two cases, all the relay nodes relay the source signal using orthogo-

nal channels (time slots, carriers or codes) to avoid cochannel interference. Hence, for a
regular cooperative diversity network with M relays, we need M

+ 1 channels (one for

the direct link and M for theM indirect links). This means that the number of required
channels increases linearly with the number of relays. In the third case, we investigate the
performance of the best-relay selection scheme where the "best" relay only participates in
the relaying. Therefore, only two channels are needed in this case (one for the direct link
and the other one for the best indirect link) regardless of the number of relays (M ). We
show that the best-relay selection not only reduces the amount of required resources but
also can maintain a full diversity order (which is achievable by the regular multiple-relay
cooperative diversity system but with much more amount of resources).
Another method to save the channel resources, incremental relaying technique, is examined in the fourth case. In incremental relaying technique we restrict the relaying process to the bad channel conditions only. Incremental relaying cooperative relaying networks exploit limited feedback from the destination terminal, e.g., a single bit indicating
the success or failure of the direct transmission. If the destination provides a negative
acknowledgment via feedback, the relay retransmits in an attempt to exploit spatial diversity by combining the signals that the destination receives from the source and the relay.
Closed-form expressions for the bit error rate and the outage probability are determined.
Results show that the incremental relaying cooperative diversity can achieve the maximum
possible diversity, compared to the regular cooperative diversity networks, with higher
channel utilization (channel capacity).
ii

In the last case, we propose and analyze a novel relaying technique that combines incre-

mental relaying with the best relay selection. We will derive exact closed-form expressions
for the error probability and outage probability for this algorithm. The main advantage
of this algorithm is that we use the channel resources in a controlled manner to always
enhance the spectral efficiency of the cooperative networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The high demand on the growing number of wireless applications has made significant
development of wireless communication networks. This is especially true in the case of
cellular voice and data networks, and more recently in ad-hoc data networks for wireless
computer, home, and personal networking. Radio hardware and wireless services are getting more efficient and cost effective as system designers better understand the channel
environment and multi-user communications in general. Furthermore technological advances in integrated circuits and radio-frequency electronics increasingly allow for more
sophisticated signal processing and channel coding algorithms. However, compared to
classical wireless networks, it seems we are only in the early phases to understand the fundamental performance limits of the multi-hop wireless networks and practical ways for
approaching these limits. Moreover, given their impact on society as well as other technologies, wireless communications and networking remain important areas of research.
In wireless networks, signal fading arising from multi-path propagation is a particularly severe form of distortion that can be mitigated through the use of diversity. This
diversity can be achieved by the transmission of redundant signals over essentially independent channel realizations in conjunction with suitable receiver combining to reduce
the channel distortions. Space or multiple-antenna diversity techniques are particularly
attractive as they can be readily combined with other forms of diversity, e.g., time and fre1

quency diversity, and still offer dramatic performance gains when other forms of diversity
are unavailable.
While systems that use the spatial diversity offered by antenna arrays are attractive due
to their appealing performance, their successful use requires the integration of multiple
antenna elements at terminals, and, to take full benefit, uncorrela ted channels from each
of them. In scenarios where these conditions cannot be met (for example due to physical
limitation of the mobile terminal), cooperative diversity networks provide an alternative
by "distributing" the antennas among terminals.
Cooperative diversity networks technology, also known as user cooperation diversity,
virtual antenna arrays, coded cooperation, and distributed coding, is a promising solution for future cellular and ad hoc wireless communications systems in order to achieve
broader coverage and to mitigate wireless channel impairments without the need to use
high power at the transmitter. In cooperative diversity networks, several terminals form a
kind of coalition to assist each other with the transmission of their messages. In general,
cooperative diversity networks have a source node broadcast a message to a number of
cooperative relays, which in turn resend a processed version to the intended destination
node. The destination node combines the signal received from the relays, possibly also taking into account the source's direct transmitted signal. Cooperative diversity exploits two
fundamentals features of wireless medium: its broadcast nature and its ability to achieve
diversity through independent channels.

1.1

General Background

Radio wave propagation through wireless channels is a complicated phenomenon characterized by various effects, such as multi-path and shadowing. A precise mathematical
description of this phenomenon is either unknown or too complex for practical communication systems analyses. However, considerable efforts have been devoted to the statistical
modeling of these different effects. The result is a range of relatively simple and accurate

2

statistical models for fading channels which depends on the propagation environments
and the underlying communication scenario.
When a signal experiences fading during transmissions, both its envelop and phase
fluctuate over time. For coherent modulations, the fading effects on the phase can severely
degrade performance unless measures are taken to compensate for them at the receiver.
Most often, analyses of systems employing coherent modulations assume the phase effects
due to fading are perfectly corrected at the receiver. For non-coherent modulations, phase
information is not needed at the receiver and therefore the phase variation due to fading
does not affect the performance. Hence, performance analyses for both coherent and noncoherent modulations over fading channels requires only knowledge of the fading envelop
statistics and that case will be considered in this thesis.
Furthermore, for slow fading channel, wherein the fading is at least constant over the
duration of the symbol time, the fading envelop random process can be represented by a
random variable over the symbol time.
When fading affects wireless communication systems, the received carrier amplitude
is scaled by the fading amplitude h, where h is a random variable with probability density
function (PDF)

f~t(h),

which is dependent on the nature of the radio propagation environ-

ment. After passing through the fading channel, the signal is corrupted at the receiver
by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), which is typically assumed to be statistically
independent of the fading amplitude h and characterized by power spectral density No
(W/Hz). Equivalently, the received instantaneous power is scaled by h 2 . 111Us we define
the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol by 'Y = h 2 Es/No and the average SNR per symbol as 1 = h 2 Es /No, where E ( • ) is the statistical average opera tor and
Es is the signal transmitted energy per symbol. Moreover, the PDF of 'Y is obtained by

introducing a change of variable in the expression for the fading PDF

f~t (h)

of h, yielding

[23]

fh ( y'E (h 2 )'Yh
fh('Y) =
2y' / E (h 2 )
77

3

)
.

(1.1)

Depending on the nature of the radio propagation environment, there are different models
describing the statistical behavior of the multi path fading envelop.
1. Rayleigh Model. The Rayleigh distribution is frequently used to model the multipath fading with no direct line-of-sight (LOS) path. In this case the channel fading
amplitude h is distributed as
2h
(
h2 )
fh(h) = E (h2) exp - E (h2)

(1.2)

and hence, following (1.1), the instantaneous SNR of the channel, 7 is distributed
according to the exponential distribution given by

(1.3)

2. Nakagami-m Model. The Nakagami-m distribution is more general than Rayleigh
distribution and often gives the best fit to land mobile and indoor mobile multi-path
propagation, as well as scintillating ionospheric radio links. The Nakagami-m fading
model was initially proposed because it matched empirical results for short ionospheric propagation. The Nakagami distribution or the Nakagami-m distribution is a
probability distribution related to the gamma distribution. This more general fading
distribution was developed such that its parameters can be adjusted to fit a variety
of empirical measurements. The Nakagami-m PDF is in essence a central chi-square
distribution given by

(1 .4)

where m is the Nakagami-m fading parameter which ranges from 1/ 2 to

4

and r

(•)

is the Gamma function [23]. The PDF of the instantaneous SNR ('y) can be written as

(1.5)

The performance of the wireless communication channel is severely affected by the fading channel unlike the wired channels which are affected only by AWGN. Figure 1.1 shows
the error performance for AWGN channel and wireless channel for binary phase shift keying (BPSK). Figure 1.1 shows that with a reasonabl SNR, an AWGN channel provides fairly
good performance. The Rayleigh channel (wireless channel) provides very poor performance, and hence an error control code becomes more desirable or we need a very strong
power to compensate this high error rate.
The efforts to compensate for the errors and distortion introduced by multi-path fading
fall into three categories: forward error correction, adaptive equalization, and diversity
technique. In practical mobile communication systems, techniques from all three categories are combined to combat the error rate encountered and we will focus in our thesis
on the diversity technique.
Diversity is a powerful communication technique that provides significant improvement for the wireless link quality with little added cost. Diversity exploits the random nature of radio propagation by exploiting the independence of the fading parameters within
a communication system. A simple example can explain the diversity concept: If one radio
path undergoes a deep fade, another independent path may have a strong signal, so the
transmitted signal can still be correctly received. The popular diversity methods are listed
as follows:
• Frequency diversity
Frequency diversity is implemented by transmitting information on more than one
carrier frequency. The rationale is that frequency separated by more than the coherence bandwidth of the channel will be uncorrelated and will not experience the same
fades.
5
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Figure 1.1: Theoretical BER for BPSK under AWGN and Rayleigh fading communication
channels.
• Tim e diversity
Time diversity repeatedly transmits information at time spacing that exceed the coherence time of the radio channel, such that multiple repetitions of the signal will be
received with independent fading conditions, thereby providing diversity.
• Space diversity
Space diversity is a very popular diversity technique, due to the fact that the signals received from spatially separated antennas would have essentially uncorrelated
envelops for antenna separations of one half wavelength or more.
• Space-time (space-frequency) diversity
Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems employing multiple transmit and
receive antennas will play a significant role in the development of future broadband
6

wireless communications. By taking diversity of the larger number of propagation
paths between the transmitter and receiver antennas, the detrimental effects of channel fading can be significantly reduced. It has been shown that MIMO systems offer a
large potential capacity increase compared to single antenna systems. To exploit this
diversity, a considerable number of MIMO modulation and coding methods, known
as space-time codes (STC), have been proposed.
• Cooperative diversity
Relaying, i.e., the use of intermediate nodes to help transmission from a source to a
destination, has been used to enhance the coverage area and to relax the link budget. The idea is to split the distance between a source and a destination node into
several hops; the nonlinear relation between propagation loss and distance helps in
reducing the end-to-end attenuation and thus in relaxing link budgets. While such
conventional relaying has long been known for ad hoc networks, it was only until
recently that these concepts have received interest for cellular networks.
Cooperative diversity goes one step further. By combining the transmissions from
various nodes, one can explicitly exploit two benefits that are inherently offered by
relaying systems. First, one can make use of the broadcast nature of the wireless
medium: a signal transmitted by a node propagates not only to the intended final
destination, but it can be received at multiple nodes. Second, viewing the individual nodes of relaying systems as distributed antennas leads to regarding cooperative diversity networks as a generalization of multiple-antenna systems. The related
advantages, namely spatial diversity, spatial multiplexing, and power saving, are
well-known. In this sense, cooperative diversity brings together the worlds of conventional relaying and MIMO systems.
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1.2

Elements of Cooperative Diversity Networks

A cooperative diversity network exploits the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and
allows mobile terminals to jointly transmit information through relaying. As illustrated
in Figure 1.2 an information source (S) and a destination (D) communicate over a channel
with a fading coefficient hs,D· A relay terminal (R) participates in this link providing the
destination with a second copy of the original signal through fading coefficients hs,R and
hR,D· Communication takes place in two phases as dictated by the inability of the relay to

transmit and receive simultaneously at the same frequency. In the first phase, the source
sends its signal. Both the relay and the destination receive faded noisy versions of this
signal. The relay suitably processes those received signals, and transmits signals of its
own so as to increase the capacity and/ or improve reliability of end-to-end transmissions
between the source and destination terminals.

Figure 1.2: illustration of a cooperative diversity network.
The cooperative diversity network in Figure 1.2 can be generalized easily to more than
one relay. Cooperative diversity networks leverage the spatial diversity available when
multiple transmissions experience fading and/or shadowing that is essentially independent. For example, if the source signal experiences a deep fade at the destination, there
remains a significant chance that it can effectively communicate with the destination via
one or more of the available relays. The main fundamental features of the cooperative
diversity networks can be summarized as follows:
8

• Spatial diversity: The main advantage of cooperative diversity networks is the spatial diversity that is achieved by antennas that are distributed among different terminals rather than being placed closely to each other at a single station. Essentially,
one can assume that the different paths between the network elements are mutually
uncorrelated, so that the strong information-theoretic gains [1,2] are not reduced by
correlated propagation.
• Path-loss reduction: The benefit of the reduced path-loss results from the path-loss
non linearity. By dividing a long distance link into shorter distances, the total pathloss can be reduced, thus decreasing transmission power and reducing interferences.
As an example, placing a relay between source and destination (as in Figure 1.3) in
a normalized propagation scenario with a path-loss exponent a requires a transmission power of Prelay = ra + (1- r )a in the two-hop relay case to achieve unit received
power at the relay and the destination. In contrast, direct transmission needs a transmission power of Pdirect· It can be seen that, the power savings amount to 9 dB for
r =

1/ 2 and a = 4.

• Security: Cooperative diversity networks route user information via another user's
terminal, thus inherently calling for appropriate security measures to be considered.
While security and billing issues are beyond the scope of our thesis, it should be
noted here that there are many unsolved problems in this area.
• Complexity: The terminal and the protocol complexity increases in networks that
allow relaying components.

1.3

Classification of Protocols

Relaying can be performed in different ways depending on the processing that the relay
uses to handle the received signal from the source. Here we summarize some of commonly
used relaying techniques:
9

Figure 1.3: Path-loss reduction enabled by a relay placed between source and destination.
• Amplify-and-Forward: For amplify-and-forward, relays simply amplify what they
receive subject to their power constraint. The retransmitted signal includes the amplified signal as well as the amplified noise. Although amplify-and-forward protocols are simple in nature, they may be difficult to implement practically because it
requires either the storage of large amounts of analog data (time division multiplexing) or complicated and expensive transceiver structures (frequency division multiplexing) [3]. Amplify-and-forward schemes are also known as "analog relaying" or
"non-regenerative relaying".
• Decode-and-Forward: For decode-and-forward, (also referred to as "digital relaying" or "regenerative relaying") relays detect (and probably decode) the received
signals andre-encode the information into their transmit signals. This detection, decoding and re-sending process often corresponds to a non-linear transformation of
the received signals. Although decoding at the relays has the advantages of reducing
the impact of receiver noise they introduce a danger of error propagation that may
occur if the relay incorrectly detects a message and retransmits erroneous information to the destination.
• Fixed versus Adaptive Relaying: As we might expect, fixed decode-and-forward is
limited by direct transmission between the source and relay. However, if the fading
coefficients are known to the appropriate receivers, hs,R (the fading coefficient for
the channel between the source and the relay, see Figure 1.2) can be measured to high
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accuracy by the relaying terminals; thus, they can adapt their transmission format according to the realized value of hs,R· This observation suggests the following class of
adaptive relaying algorithms. If h~,R falls below a certain threshold, the relay refrains
from resending another copy of the source message and in that case the source can
simply continue its transmission to the destination, in the form of repetition or more
powerful codes (increasing complexity at the source terminal). If

hln lies above the

threshold, the relay forwards what it received from the source, using decode-andforward technique, in an attempt to achieve the diversity gain. Another technique
to achieve adaptive relaying uses simple error detection codes at the relays to ensure
that the relay will resend a fresh error-free data to the destination. Since most of the
wireless networks are using such codes, hence there is no complexity to be added to
the whole system.
• Best Relay Selection Scheme: In the best-relay selection scheme the "best" relay only

participates in the relaying. Therefore, two channels only are needed in this case (one
for the direct link and the other one for the best indirect link) regardless of the number
of relays. The best-relay selection not only reduces the amount of required resources
but also can maintain a full diversity order.
• Incremental Relaying: Fixed and adaptive relaying can make inefficient use of the

spectral efficiency of the channel, practically for high data rates, because the terminal relays repeat all the time [4]. Incremental relaying protocols exploit some sort of
feedback from the destination terminal, e.g., a single bit indicating the success or failure of the direct transmission, and this can be considered as extensions of incremental redundancy, or hybrid automatic-repeat-request (HARQ), to the relay context. In
HARQ, the source retransmits if the destination provides a negative acknowledgment
via feedback. In incremental relaying, the relay retransmits, instead of the source, in
an attempt to exploit spatial diversity.
As an example, consider the following scenario using feedback and amplify-and-
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forward transmission. Firstly, the source transmits its information to the destination.
The destination indicates success or failure by broadcasting a single bit of feedback
to the source and relay, and we assume that it will be detected free of error by at least
the relay. If the source-destination signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high the
feedback indicates success of the direct transmission, and the relay does nothing. If
the source-destination SNR is not sufficiently high for successful direct transmission
the feedback requests that the relay amplify-and-forward what it received from the
source. In the latter case, the destination may try to combine the two transmissions.
Protocols of this form make more efficient use of the spectral efficiency of the d1annel,
because they repeat rarely and only when necessary. The main drawback of this
protocol is that it needs a feedback message thereby increasing the complexity and
the overhead of the protocol (4].

1.4 Related Work and Problem Motivations
This section provides a survey of the existing literature about the cooperative diversity networks. Results of cooperative diversity can be classified into two categories,
namely information-theoretic and communication-theoretic. The information-theoretic results are concerned with the capacity of the cooperative diversity networks, while the
communication-theoretic results are more concerned with the reliability of cooperative diversity networks with some particular modulation or coding sdlemes.
The first interest in the relay channel was the work of van der Meulen [3, 5]. Cover et

al. [6] determined the capacity for the physically degraded relay channel, where coding is
performed in an incremental manner [6,7]. While these publications focused on the threeterminal case, a more general approach was taken by Gastpar et al. [8, 9], who establish
performance bounds by examining the situation in which a single source-destination pair
is assisted by a network of relay terminals.
Explicit cooperation for the mutual benefit of neighboring nodes was considered by
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Sendonaris et al. [10-12]. They showed that cooperative diversity increases the channel
capacity over the non-cooperative transmission for ergodic fading. Also in [10-12], the authors showed that cooperative diversity improves the outage performance for non-ergodic
fading and decreases the sensitivity of the achievable data rate to the variations of the channels. The main drawback is that this work by assuming the channel state information (CSI)
available at the transmitter requires considerable modifications to the existing hardware
and software of the transmitter and receiver terminals.
Laneman, Tse and Warnell [4] assumed no CSI available at the source and proposed the
analysis of cooperative diversity protocols under the framework of diversity-multiplexing
tradeoffs. Their basic setup included a source, a destination and a relay. Both analog and
digital relaying were considered. Subsequently, the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff of cooperative diversity protocols with multiple relays was studied in [13, 14]. While ref. [13]
considered the case of orthogonal transmission between the source and relays, ref. [14]
considered the case where the source and relays could transmit simultaneously. It was
shown in [14] that by relaxing the orthogonality constraint, a considerable improvement
in performance could be achieved, albeit at a higher complexity at the decoder. These ap-

proaches were however information theoretic in nature and the design of practical codes
that approach these limits was left for further investigation. Such a code design is difficult
in practice and an open area of research. While space-time codes for the Multiple Input

Multiple Output (MIMO) link do exist [15] (where the antennas belong to the same terminal), more work is needed to use such algorithms in the cooperative-diversity networks,
where antennas belong to different terminals distributed in space. The relay channel is fundamentally different from the traditional MIMO since information is not a priori known to
the cooperating relays, but rather needs to be communicated over noisy links. Moreover,
the number of participating antennas is not fixed since it depends on how many relay terminals participate and how many of them are indeed useful in relaying the information
transmitted from the source. For example, for relays that decode and forward, it is necessary to decode successfully before retransmitting. For relays that amplify and forward, it is
13

important to have a good received SNR, otherwise they would forward mostly their own
noise. Therefore, the number of participating antennas in cooperative diversity schemes is
in general random, and space-time coding invented for fixed number of antennas should
be appropriately modified. In short, providing practical space-time codes for the cooperative diversity channel is fundamentally different than space-time coding for the MIMO
and is still an open and challenging area of research [40].
Most of the cooperative diversity publications are related to the information-theoretic
fundamentals, either in the sense of Shannon, ergodic, or outage capacity. Boyer et al. [16]
were to our knowledge the first who studied the error probability in Rayleigh fading channel, when they introduced the concept of multi-hop diversity, where each relay combines
the signals received from all of the previous transmissions. This kind of spatial diversity
is especially applicable in multi-hop ad-hoc networks. The authors in [16] assumed that
an error at any intermediate relay results in an error at the final destination, and through
this assumption they derived upper bounds on the probability of error performance of the
system.
In [17], the authors derived the average symbol error probability for amplify-and-

forward cooperative diversity networks in a high SNR regime. The resulting expressions
are general as they hold for an arbitrary number of branches, arbitrary number of hops
per branch, and various channel fading models provided that the probability density functions (PDF) of the fading coefficients is nonzero at zero instantaneous SNR (which is true
for the widely used Rayleigh and Ricean models but it is not true for Nakagami-m distribution). The simplicity of the proposed work provides valuable insights to the performance
of cooperative relaying networks and suggests means of optimizing them.
What is missing in the literature is to examine the performance analysis of cooperative diversity networks in more general fading channel like Nakagami-m fading channel.
The reason of that shortage is the difficulty to determine the statistics of the SNR at the
destination. Also, to our knowledge there is no attempt in the literature to study more
efficient cooperative diversity techniques in communication theoretic perspective even for
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simple Rayleigh fading channels. In this thesis, as the main contribution, we are aim to
fill this gap by analyzing performance metrics for cooperative diversity networks such as

error rate and outage probability. Also, this thesis analyzes the performance of different
cooperative techniques at the relays. These techniques can be classified to into simple techniques like amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward and more complex techniques
like incremental and selection cooperative techniques.

1.5 Problem Statement and Thesis Organization
This thesis tries to examine and introduce a complete analytical analysis for different cooperating techniques that can be used to enhance both the error performance and spectral efficiency of the cooperative diversity network. How to increase the diversity gains without
sacrificing the spectral efficiency is the main challenge that faces the cooperative diversity
networks. Focusing on this issue, the organization of this thesis is as follows:
1. In Chapter 2, the performance of cooperative diversity networks under more general

fading channels like Nakagami-m fading for both techniques amplify-and-forward
and decode-and-forward has been investigated. This study can reveal the performance of cooperative diversity under various severity levels of fading channels. In
this analysis we assume that state information is available at the relays and the destination.
2. The performance of cooperative diversity networks for both techniques amplify-andforward and amplify-and-forward under Nakagami-m fading channels but the channel state information is not available at both the relays and the destination will be
investigated in Chapter 3. We relax this condition by using differential equal gain
combining (EGC) for both schemes amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward
at the destination. This relaxation can significantly reduce the complexity of the receivers.
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3. The performance of best-relay selection cooperative-diversity networks in which the
best relay only is willing to resend another copy of the source signal will be considered in Chapter 4. The main advantage of this method is to reduce the amount
of used channel resources for the same diversity order. This study will be under
Rayleigh fading channel for both techniques amplify-and-forward and decode-andforward .
4. The performance of more efficient cooperative-diversity networks, in such network,
the relays will resend only when it is necessary will be considered. This need of
resending will be determined at the destination. In this way, we restrict the relaying
process to necessary conditions. This technique is known as incremental relaying

[13]. This investigation can be found in Chapter 5.
5. A novel algorithm that achieves the spatial diversity gain without sacrificing the
spectral efficiency will be introduced in 01apter 6. In this algorithm we are going
to combine the best-relay selection and incremental relaying in one algorithm. In
this case the utmost benefits can be gained in terms of spectral efficiency and spatial
diversity.

1.6 Main Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. We introduce a tight upper bound expression on the equivalent SNR at the des-

tination for amplify-and-forward relaying scheme over independent non-identical
Nakagami-m fading channels.
2. For the amplify-and-forward regular cooperative diversity scheme we derive novel
closed form expressions for the PDF, cumulative distribution function (CDF) and moment generating function (MGF) of the tight approximate model of the SNR at the
destination over independent non-identical Nakagami-m fading channels. An upper
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bound closed-form expression of the error probability is derived. Outage probability
is introduced using the MGF of the equivalent SNR at the destination.

3. Exact closed-form expressions for the error probability and outage probability for
the regular adaptive decode-and-forward relaying scheme on Nakagami-m fading
channel are introduced.
4. For the differential equal gain combining (EGC) cooperative diversity scheme, we derive for both techniques, amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward, the equivalent PDF and MGF of the SNR at the destination over independent non-identical
Nakagami-m fading channels. The derived MGF is used to find the error probability
and the outage probability. Furthermore, an upper bound closed form expression of
the error probability is derived for both relaying schemes.
5. A complete performance analysis for the best-relay scheme using both amplify-andforward and adaptive decode-and-forward is introduced over independent nonidentical Rayleigh fading channels. In particular, closed form expressions for the error probability, outage probability, and Shannon capacity are derived. Furthermore,
closed form expressions of the PDF, CDF, and MGF of the equivalent SNR at the destination for both relaying schemes are derived. Also, the moments, amount of fading
and other statistics of the equivalent SNR at the destination are introduced in closed
form expressions. Moreover, asymptotic error performance behavior is derived for
both relaying schemes.
6. Error probability and outage probability are derived in closed form expressions for
the incremental relaying technique for both relaying schemes over independent nonidentical Rayleigh fading channels.
7. Finally, a novel algorithm for the cooperative diversity network is introduced. The
error probability and outage probability over independent non-identical Rayleigh
fading channels have been derived in closed form expressions.
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Chapter 2

Performance Analysis of Regular
Wireless Cooperative Diversity
Networks over Nakagami-m Fading
Channels
It is widely known that Nakagami-m distribution is a generalized distribution which can

be used to model different fading environments. Nakagami-m distribution has the advantage of including the Rayleigh and the one-sided Gaussian distribution as special cases.
Furthermore, it can be used to model fading conditions that are less or more severe than
those modeled by the Rayleigh distribution. A large body of literature has been devoted to
the study of cooperative diversity networks over Rayleigh fading channels. However, to
our knowledge there exist few studies for cooperative diversity over Nakagami-m fading
channels [18--20].
Hence, in this chapter we are going to study the performance analysis in terms of error
probability and outage probability for both techniques, amplify-and-forward and adaptive
decode-and-forward, respectively.
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2.1 General Background
2.1.1 Amplify and Forward
In [17], the authors derived the asymptotic average symbol error probability (SER) for
amplify-and-forward cooperative-diversity networks. The resulting expressions derived
in (17] (using the bounding approach) are general for any type of fading distributions
provided the PDF of zero instantaneous SNR is not zero, which is not available in the
Nakagami-m fading channel environment.

In [18, 19] multi-hop relaying transmission (not cooperative diversity network) over
Nakagami-m fading channels has been studied. The error rate is determined in [18] using
a single integration of the conditional error probability P (el S N R) times the PDF of the
SNR. Hence, it is not straightforward to extend the work in [18] to the case of cooperative
diversity with M relay nodes (as shown in Figure 2.1) because we have to use M + 1 integrations in this case. Furthermore, their lower error bound is not tight enough at medium
and high SNR (see Figures 3 and 4 in [18]). In [19], the MGF of the SNR is used to find
the error rate. Hence, it is straightforward to extend this work to the case of cooperative
diversity with M relay nodes. However, the derived MGF in [19] is limited to the case of
identical Nakagami-m fading channels and dual hop only.

In [20] the authors studied the performance of amplify-and-forward cooperativediversity networks over independent non-identical Nakagami-m fading channels and they
found the MGF of the total SNR, but their error probability bound is not tight enough at
medium and high SNR (see Figure 2 in [20]).

2.1.2 Decode and Forward
Performance analysis of adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative diversity networks
yielded many interesting results including information theoretic metrics, outage probability, and average error probability expressions over Rayleigh-fading channels [16,21]. The
authors in [21] have presented an overview of cooperative diversity networks and com21

pared their performance with that of direct transmission and normal relaying networks.
In [24-26], the authors have determined the outage probability of adaptive DF cooperative

networks with identical and non-identical Rayleigh fading channels. In particular, the authors in [24] have determined an upper bound for the outage probability while the authors
in [25] determined a closed-form expression for the outage probability. Furthermore, in
[26], the authors found the exact form expression of the error probability under independent non-identical Rayleigh fading channels.
In [27-30], the authors examined selective-relaying schemes based on the SNR to mini-

mize the end-to-end bit error rate (BER) in cooperative digital relaying systems using BPSK
modulation. Furthermore, in [27-30], different models based on the availability of different sets of instantaneous and average SNR information at the relay are studied. For each
model, the optimal strategy to minimize the BER has been investigated. Approximations
for the optimal threshold values that minimize the BER and the resulting performance are
derived analytically for BPSK modulation.
All previous publications are devoted to study the cooperative diversity networks over
Rayleigh-fading channels. In [31] the authors found the outage probability for adaptive
decode-and-forward over identical and independent Nakagami-m fading channels. In particular, the authors in [31] found the outage probability in terms of infinite series and u sing
very advanced special functions. To the best of our knowledge, the error performance,
outage probability and average channel capacity of multiple relays adaptive decode-andforward under Nakagami-m scheme have not been addressed in the literature yet.

2.2

System Model

As shown in Figure 2.1, a source node (S) and a destination node (D) communicate over
a channel with a flat Nakagami-m fading coefficient hs,D· A number of cooperating nodes
(R;, i = 1, 2, ... , M) relay the signal to provide the destination with multiple copies of the

original signal. The channel coefficients between the source S and R;
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(hs,~ )

and between

~and

D (hR; ,D) are also flat Nakagami-m fading coefficients. In addition, hs,D, hs,R; and

hR;,D are mutually-independent and non-identical. We also assume here, without loss of

generality that all additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms have zero mean and equal
variance (N0 ). Here we assume all the transmissions occur through orthogonal channels
using time division multiplexing (TDM), frequency division multiplexing (FDM) or code
division multiplexing (CDM).

Figure 2.1: illustration of a multi branch cooperative diversity network.
Mathematically speaking, the received signal from the source at the destination
(ys_,D(t)) and at the i th relay (ys_,R; (t)) can be written as

YS-+D(t) = #shs,Dx(t)

+ ns_,D(t)

YS-+R;. (t) = #shs,R;x(t)

+ ns_,R;. (t)

(2.1)

where E s is the transmitted signal energy, x(t ) is a transmitted symbol signal with unit energy and ns_,D(t ) and ns_,R; (t) are the AWGN terms. The relays will process the received
signal ys_,R; (t), generate a signal Xr; (t) and transmit it to the destination. The received
signal at the destination from the relay is given by

(2.2)
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where nR.-+D(t) is the AWGN term. We can distinguish between amplify-and-forward
scheme and decode-and-forward scheme according to the method the relays use to generate Xr; (t) as follows.

2.2.1 Amplify-and-Forward
For amplify-and-forward scheme, the relays amplify the received signal from the source
YS-+R;(t)

and relay the information by transmitting

(2.3)

where Gi is the relaying gain. In this chapter we assume channel state information (CSI) is
available at the relays and the destination1. To maintain constant energy output from the
relay, equal to the original transmitted energy E 8 , the amplification factor Gi can be written
as

(2.4)

Hence, the destination can combine M

+ 1 copies of the source signal using the maximum

ratio combining technique (MRC).
Finally, the analysis for the general case multi-hops multi-branches amplify-andforward cooperative diversity networks can be found in Appendix (B).

2.2.2 Decode-and-Forward
For decode-and-forward, the relays decode the transmitted signal from the source. We
define the decoding set (C) as the set of relays with the ability to fully decode the source
message correctly

2

.

In practice, most of the nodes in the wireless networks have this

1
2

We will re.lax this assumption in the following Chapter
Belonging to the decoding set can be determined by using CRC codes or any simple detection codes.
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facility). 3 That is, a relay node is said to belong to the decoding set provided that the
channel between the source and the relay node is sufficiently good to allow for successful
decoding. Then, the destination combines the direct and the indirect links using MR.C.
Finally, to capture the effect of the path-loss on the performance we use the model,
which is commonly discussed in the literature (e.g., [17-20]), where E ( hlR; )
(ds,v/ds,R;.t)t, E ( h~,D) = (ds,v/dR;. ,Dr)t and E ( h~,D) = 1 where d;,i is the distance be-

tween terminal i and j and a is the power exponent path.

2.3 Error Performance Analysis
In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the error probability of the amplifyand-forward and adaptive decode-and-forward relaying over independent non-identical
Nakagami-m fading channels. In MRC, the received signals from each of the independent
paths are first co-phased and then weighted by their respective signal amplitude-to-noise
power ratios prior to being combined.

2.3.1 Amplify-and-Forward
With amplify-and-forward, the equivalent SNR at the destination node can be written as
(17- 20] (See Appendix A for derivation)
M

'Yequ,AF

"""'

= "tS,d + L..,;
i=l

"tS,R;.'YR;.,D
+
+
'YS,R; 'YR;.,D 1

(2.5)

where"(s,R;. = h~,R;.Es/No is the instantaneous SNR between Sand~, "fR;.,D = h~;,vEs/No
is the instantaneous SNR between~ and D, and 'YS,D = h~.vEs/No is the instantaneous
SNR between Sand D.
We derive in what follows a tight lower bound on the average error probability. The
total SNR for cooperative diversity networks can be approximated by its upper bound bb)
3
Complete analysis for adaptive decode-and-forward using SNR threshold at the relays over independent
non-identical akagarni-m fading channels can be found in Appendix C
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as follows
M

/equ,AF :::; /b = /S,D

+L

(2.6)

/i

i=l

where /i = min(Js,n.,/n.,n). The approximate SNR value in (2.6) is analytically more
tractable than the exact value in (2.5); and as a result, this facilitates the derivation of the
SNR statistics (Cumulative distribution function (CDF), PDF, and MGF). Assuming the

independency of /S,Ru IR.,D and ,/s,o the MGF of /b can be written as
M

M'Yb (s) = M'Ys,o (s)

IT

M"Y;

(2.7)

(s)

i=l

where M'Ys,o (s) and M"f; (s) are the MGF of

/S, D

and /i, respectively. Using the defini-

tion of the MGF as Mx (s) = E (exp ( - sX)) and the assumption that hs,D is modeled by
Nakagami-m distribution, it can be shown that

M"Y50 (s)=
,

"'s'(1 +s-ms,D

D ) -ms,n

(2.8)

where ms,D is the Nakagarni-m fading parameter of hs,D and "fs,D = E ( hlnEs/No) (average SNR between S and D). In order to find M"Yi (s), we find the CDF of /i as follows

1-

where
'Ys,n.

1
ms,R;
r ( msR.-, - 1)
f (ms,R;) f (mn;,D)
' ' "fs,R;

r

( ffiR;n ,1nR;,D
-- / )
' "fR.,D

(2.9)

r (•,. ) is the incomplete gamma function [22], r (.) is the gamma function [22],

=E

( h1,n;Es/No), "fn.,n

= E ( h~,oEs/No) are the average SNR between S and R;

and R; and D, respectively and ms,n. and mR;,D are the Nakagarni-m fading parameters of
hs,n. and hR,,D, respectively. Thus, the PDF can be found by taking the derivative of (2.9)
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with respect to 1, yielding

f'Yi (T)

1

=
X

[(n:S,Ri ) ms,R, lms,R;-lexp ( - n:s,R."f)
IS,R.
IS,Ri

mR.,D mR;,D m
- 1
+ ( -_
- -)
I R,,o exp ( IR. ,D

mR.,D
----1)
I R,,D

r

( mfl;,D, n:R. ,DI)
I~,D

r

ms,~ )]
( ms.~ , ----1

Is.~

(2.10)

Finally, M'Y, (s) can be calculated with the help of [22] as

(2.11)

where 2 F 1 ( • , • ; • ; • ) is the Gauss' hypergeometric function defined in [22] as

r (c)
{1 tb- 1 (1 - t)c- b- 1
2Fl(a,b;c; z )= r (b)r(c - b)}o
(1 - tzt
dt

(2.12)

If ms,R. = mR.,D = mi and "fs,R. = "f~.D = Pi (Identical channels) it can be shown that
(2.11) greatly simplifies to the following compact form
2

- (Tni)
m' r(2Tni)
M"f, (s) -.
.r ( ·)
p,
m, 2 m,

(

2 ) 2m, 2F1 ( 1, 2mi,. mi + 1,. 2T.
+
m

~ +
~

s)

~+s
~

(2.13)

By substituting (2.8) and (2.11) (or 2.13) into (2.7) we obtain a closed-form expression of
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M 7 b (s) as

+ 'Ys,D 8) - ms,o iT( n:s.R; ) ms,n; (n:R; ,D) mn,,o
(1
m s,D

X

x

"(S,R;

i= l

r (m s,R; + ffiR; ,D)
r (ms,R;) r (mR;,D)

'YR; ,D

1
( ~s. n;

'Ys,n;

+ ~R; .D + s) ms,n;+mn;,D
'Yn;,o

[m~,R; 2F1 (1,m s,R; + mR; ,D, m s,R; + 1;~:-_~
+s)
'YR;,D
'YS,R ;

~:.'

1

+ -mR;,D
)
- 2 F1 (1, mn. D + ms n., mn. D + 1; mn
'
'
'
~+~+s
'YR;, D

]

(2.14)

'YS,R;

Using M 7 b (s), the error rate can be evaluated for a wide variety of M-ary modulations
(such as M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK) and M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation
(M-QAM)) [23]. For instance, the average symbol error rate (SER) for M-PSK can be written
as [23]
1

{~ M'Yb ( sin2
9PSK )
(B)

P(e) = ; Jo

dB

(2.15)

where 9PSI< = sin2 ( 1r / M ). The error probability given in (2.15) can be evaluated using a
single finite integral and can be done with simple numerical integration techniques. Furthermore (2.15) can be upper bounded by a simple form as [23]

(2.16)

2.3.2

Decode-and-Forward

In the case of the adaptive decode-and-forward, the exact equivalent SNR at the destination
node can be written as

"fequ,DF = 'YS,D +

L 'YR; ,D
i EC
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(2.17)

The average error probability is computed by determining the probability density function
(PDF) of 'Yequ,DF and then averaging the conditional error probability, P (ei"fequ,DF ), over
this PDF. Hence, P(e) is given by

1

00

p (e) =

where

f 'Yequ,DF

p ( ei'Yequ,DF) f 'Yequ,DF ('Yequ,DF) d"fequ,DF

('Yequ,DF) is the PDF of the output SNR of the combiner.

(2.18}

Note that

for several Gray bit-mapped constellations employed in practical systems, P (ei"fequ,DF )
takes the form of Q ( )f3'Yequ,DF ), where Q(x) is the Q-function defined as Q (a:) =

(1/v'27f) J;' exp ( - t 2 /2) dt

and {3 is a constant that depends on the modulation type

(BPSK:P (elrequ,DF) = Q ( .J2"fequ,DF), QPSK: P (ei'Yequ,DF ) = Q ( )2'Yequ,DF) and in the
case of square/rectangular M-QAM, P (ei"fequ,DF) can be written as a finite weighted sum
of Q ( .Jf3'Yequ,DF ) terms). Hence, the error probability conditioned on a specific SNR at the
combiner output can be written as

P (ei"fequ,DF) = Q ( Vf3'Yequ,DF )

(2.19}

Substituting (2.19) into (2.18), we can rewrite the average error probability as

1

00

P (e) =

Q ( VfJ'Yequ,DF)

f"fequ,DF

('Yequ,DF) d"fequ,DF

(2.20}

Actually, due to the difficulty of finding the PDF of 'Yequ,DF given in (2.17}, it will be difficult to find a closed form expression for the error probability of the adaptive decode-andforward cooperative networks especially over non-identical fading channels [24-26]. To
bypass this difficulty we invoke the technique described in [25,26] where the cooperative
diversity network in Figure 2.1 can be visualized as a communication system that has effectively M

+ 1 paths between the source and destination.

represent the S to D direct link and path i represent the S

Let the path number M

-->

R;.

--->

+1

D indirect (cascaded)

link, where i = 1, · · · , M . The SNR at the destination can be represented as a random vari29

able

~i

that will take account of both, the source to the ith relay link and the ith relay to

destination link. Therefore, PDF of ~i can be given by

k

(x) =

+

f~; IR; Decodes Incorrectly

(x) Pr (1?,; Decodes Incorrectly)

f~; IR; Decodes Correctly (x) Pr (I?,; Decodes Correctly)

(2.21)

Thus, the probability that]?,; decodes incorrectly can be given as

(2.22)

For integer and non-integer values of ms,R; this integral can be evaluated as

1[

2 1-

/2

Ms.Rj
"'ms,n; (2k)
ms,n;+f3is,n; / 2 ~k=O
k

(.4!. _ 4ms,n,
fJ'Ys, n.;/2 ) k]
+2.Bis,n,
'

Integer ms,R;;
(2.23)

Non-integer ms,R;
When]?,; decodes incorrectly, the received SNR at the destination by ]?,; will be 0 (since
there is no retransmission from ]?,; because in this case the relay will be off and does not
belong to the decoding set G). Therefore, the conditional PDF i{; IR; Decodes Incorrectly (:1:) can
be written as

f~dR; Decodes incorrectly (x) =

6 (x). The probability that the ith link decodes the

source message correctly is 1 - Bi. Since the destination in this case will receive another
copy of the source signal by ]?,; with a SNR 'YR; ,D (because in this case the relay will be
on and belongs to the decoding set 0 ), the conditional PDF f~;IR; Decodes Correctly (x ) can be
written as

f~;IR; Decodes Correctly (x)

mR; ,D )

= f 'YR;,D (x) = ( --- 'YR; ,D
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mn,,D 'Ymn;,v - 1
(
ffiR; ,D )
f (
) exp - ry-_- ffiR; ,D
'YR;,D

(2.24)

Therefore, the PDF of ~i can be expressed as
m

D)mn;,or(1 mn;,o-l) exp (-~~
m D
)

!(; (x) = Bi8(x) + (1 - Bi) ( ~
/R;. ,D

ffiRi,D

(2.25}

'YR;. ,D

The unconditional PDF of the SNR of the ith link at the destination given in (2.25} represents the ith cascaded link from S to D and accounts for the possible incorrect detection of
the source message as well as the fading on the ith relay to destination link. Using this PDF
representation, the total equivalent SNR at the destination from all links can be rewritten
as4
M+l

L

/ equ,DF =

(2.26}

{i

i= l

where ~M+l = 'YS,D· We should note that BM+l = 0 since ~M+l dose not represent a
relay and the PDF of

{M+l

is given as:

ft;,MH (r)

= ( '::; 8·0 ) m s,o r1(s,o- ; exp ( - 1 '::; 8·0 ).
,s,D
m s,D
,s,D

Note that the expressions of / equ,DF in (2.26) and (2.17} are equal. However, the expression
given in (2.26) is analytically more tractable than the expression given in (2.17). As a result,
this facilitates the derivation of the SNR statistics (PDF and MGF). By finding the MGF of
/ equ,DF,

we can use this MGF to calculate the error probability. Since ~/s are assumed to

be independent, the MGF of / equ,DF is given by
M+l

M'Yequ,DF (s) =

II Mi(s)

(2.27)

i= l

where MM+l (s) is the MGF of {M+l and it is given in (2.8), while Mi (s), i

= 1 · · · , M is

the MGF of { i and it can be written as

(2.28)
Note that the (M + l)th path is the direct path from S to D

4
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where M R;,D

(s)=

( 1 + s~r::.·.~) -mn;,v.

The error probability can be found directly from

the MGF of "fequ.,DF as [23]

P (e)

1

=;2 ~ M 'Yequ ,DF ( sin2f3 (e) )

(2.29)

de

As in the amplify-and-forward scheme, we need to evaluate this finite single integral. Furthermore, (2.29) can be upper bounded by a simple form: P (e)

2.4

~

M 'Yequ ,DF

(/3) [23, p . 275].

Outage Probability Analysis

In this section, we derive expressions for the outage probability of the adaptive
decode-and-forward and amplify-and-forward relaying over independent non-identical
Nakagami-m fading channels. The mutual information between the source and destination for the adaptive decode-and-forward and the amplify-and-forward, respectively can
be written as
1
I AF =

M

1DF = M

+ 1 log2 (1 + / equ.,AF)

1

+ 1 log2 (1 + 'Yequ.,DF)

The reason of the M~l factor is that we need M

(2.30)

+ 1 time slots (or orthogonal channels) for

transmitting the data. From the total probability law we can write the outage probability
as

Pr ( I AF

~ R) = Pr ('Yequ.,AP :S 2 (M+l}R -

1) ,

Amplify-and-forward
(2.31)

P out=
{

Pr (I nF ~

R ) = Pr (/equ,DF

:S 2(M+l}R -1) , Decode-and-forward

where R is some fixed spectral efficiency determined by the designer depending on the
application. In order to find

P out'

we have to find the CDF of "fequ.,AF and
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( equ,DF,

which

can be found directly by using the MGFs as

P,

_

out- {

[~-1 (M'Yequ,AF(s) )]
S

[~-1 (M'Yequ,AF(s))]
s

where ~- l

( •)

2(M+l)R_l '

2 (M+I)R_ l '

Amplify-and-forward
(2.32)
Decode-and-forward

denotes the inverse Laplace transform. The inverse Laplace transform can

be done analytically or using simple numerical techniques as in [32, 33].

2.5

Numerical Results and Simulations

In this section, we show numerical results of the BER and P out for binary phase shift keying

(BPSK) modulation. We plot the performance curves in terms of average BER and outage
probability versus E8 /No dB. We also show the results of the computer simulations for
verification.
Figure 2.2 shows the BER performance of the amplify-and-forward at different values
for a number of cooperating nodes (M). It is clear that the BER bound derived above is
tight enough especially for moderate and high E 8 /No values. For instance, forM = 3 and
E 8 JN0 = 5 dB, the exact BER (from simulation) is equal to 1 x 10- 3 , while our lower bound

(from (2.15) is equal to 0.9 x

w- 3 .

This trend (the tightness of our bound at medium and

high E 8 /No values) is valid at different values of Mas shown in Figure 2.2. From Figure
2.2 we can also notice, as expected, that the number of cooperating relays (M) has a strong
impact on the performance enhancement and the achieved diversity orderS. This effect is
clearly seen that as M increases the error performance significantly improves.
Figure 2.3 shows the error probabilities for the adaptive decode-and-forward when
M = 0, · · · , 3. Observe that the results obtained using the closed-form expression of (2.29)

and the simulation results are in excellent agreement. Also, it can be noted that increasing
5
If the error rate is plotted versus the SNR on a log-log scale the diversity order can be interpreted as the
slope of the so-obtained curve whereas the virtual array gain corresponds to the horizontal position of the
curve.
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Figure 2.2: Error Probability for amplify-and-forward wireless cooperative diversity networks for ms,D = 0.5, ms,R. = 0.5, and m R.,D = 1.
the number of relays always improves the error probability for all the region of SNR and
obviously improve the diversity order. It can also be seen from Figures 2.2 and 2.3 that
adaptive decode-and-forward slightly outperforms the amplify-and-forward scheme. This
behavior is due to that in the adaptive decode-and-forward scheme, the relays will resend
a new fresh correct data to the destination while in the amplify-and-forward scheme the
relays will send a noisy amplified version of the source signal to the destination. Note that
also the complexity at the relays will increase in the adaptive decode-and-forward scheme
since we need to use adaptive method which is not needed in the amplify-and-forward
scheme leads to reduce the transceiver complexity at the relays.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the outage probability performance determined from (2.31) for
amplify-and-forward scheme. It is clear again that the difference between the exact (from
simulation) and analytical results (lower bound) for P out is small for medium and high values of Es/No. For example, at SNR = 15 dB, the exact Pout
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=

4 x 10- 2 and the approximate

ds,R, = 0.3, dn,,o = 0.7, ds,D = 1 and a = 3
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Figure 2.3: Error Probability for decode-and-forward wireless cooperative diversity networks for m s,D = 0.5, m s,R.;. = 0.5, and mR.;.,D = 1.

Pout = 2 x 10- 2 and more accurate for lower values of M . It should be noted that from
Figures 2.2 and 2.4 the tightness of our mathematical model given in (2.6) for amplify-andforward improves as E5 /No increases; however, the proposed lower bound (for BER and

Pout) slightly loses its tightness at lowEs/No values particularly when M increases. This is
due to the fact that the accuracy of total SNR approximation (in (2.6)) improves as E 5 / No
increases.
Figure 2.5 shows the outage probability when the adaptive decode-and-forward is
used. Observe the excellent matching between results of the closed-form expression derived in (2.32) and the simulation results. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show that the cooperative
diversity networks for both schemes (amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward) improves the outage performance at high SNR only but can worsen the outage performance
at low SNR. Actually, the critical number of relays that improves the outage probability
depends on the value of SNR. The reason of this behavior is that there are two factors that
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Figure 2.4: Outage Probability for amplify-and-forward wireless cooperative diversity networks for ms,D = 1, ms.~ = 0.5, and m~ ,D = 1.
affect the outage probability. These two factors are the number of channels and the output
SNR. For the low SNR region, the number of channels needed (number of relays M ) has
the most dominant effect. In particular, this degradation increases as M increases. This
problem can be avoided by reducing the number of participated relays as will be seen later
in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Performance Analysis of Differential
EGC Wireless Cooperative Diversity
Networks over Nakagami-m Fading
Channels
The analysis of proposed schemes in the last chapter assumed that the destination and
relay nodes have perfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) of all transmission links. While in some scenarios, e.g., the slow fading channels, the CSI is likely
to be acquired by the use of pilot symbols, it might be infeasible to track the CSI in fast
fading channels. In [34], the authors studied the outage and the error performance of the
dual-hop systems (not cooperative diversity networks) equipped with non regenerative
blind relays (i.e. relays with fixed gain) over Rayleigh fading channels. In the same paper, the authors proposed a specific fixed gain relay, called semi-blind, that benefits from
the knowledge of the first hop average fading power. The main advantage of the fixed
gain introduced in [34] is that the relay and destination nodes do not need to estimate the
CSI of the involved channels, and as a result, this reduces the complexity of the receivers.
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Non-coherent cooperative diversity has been proposed in [35] for the decode-and-forward
protocol employing frequency shift keying modulation (FSK). The authors in [36] examined the error performance for Binary Differential Phase Shift Keying (BDPSK) and found
closed-form expression for error probability using the amplify-and-forward scheme.
In this chapter we derive exact closed-form expressions for the BER and Pout for coop-

erative diversity networks with amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward schemes
over Nakagami-m fading channel using the differential equal gain combining (EGC) technique. The main advantage of this scheme is that it does not need CSI of the transmission
links at the relays and destination nodes. This feature reduces the design and implementation complexity. We obtain a closed form expression for the MGF which is used to study the
end-to-end performance of the cooperative diversity networks in terms of error probability
for Differential M-ary Phase Shift Keying (DMPSK), and outage probability. Simulations
are used to validate the analytical results.

3.1 System Model
As in Chapter 2,, we consider a multi-node cooperative wireless network with a source (S),
a destination (D) and M relays (R1, R 2 , .. . ,

~, .. . ,

RM), as shown in Figure 3.1. However

unlike Chapter 2, it is assumed that all the fading coefficients are not known at the transmitters, relays, or receivers. Also, the fading coefficients are assumed to be quasi-static so
that these coefficients are fixed for each symbol transmission. Without any loss of generality, we assume that all the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms associated with
all links (S

-+

D, S -+ ~and~ -+ D) have equal variance (No). Finally, we assume that

all the signals are transmitted through orthogonal channels (time-slots, carriers or codes).

Suppose that DMPSK modulation is used, i.e., the information is conveyed in the phase
difference between two consecutive symbols; then the modulated information at the source
can be described as Vm = exp(j¢m) where {¢m};;.-:,1 is a set of L information bases. In the
case of MDPSK, ¢m can be specified as ¢m = 27rm/L where m = 0, 1, ... , L - 1. The source
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h s.o
Figure 3.1: Illustration of a multi branch cooperative diversity network.
differentially encodes the information symbol as [37, 38]

(3.1)

s(n) = Vms(n - 1)

where n is the time index, and s(n) is the differentially encoded symbol with unit energy to
be transmitted at time n. Then, the source transmits s(n) with energy E s to the destination
and the relays. The corresponding received signals at the destination and the
(i

i th

relay

= 1, 2, . . . , M) can be expressed as
Ys,o(n) = #shs,os(n)

+ zs,n(n)

Ys,R;(n) = #shs,R; s(n)

+ zs,R; (n)

(3.2)

where hs,D and hs,R; represent the channel fading coefficients from the source to the destination and from the source to the ith relay, respectively. The terms zs,o (n) and zs,R; (n) are
the additive white Gaussian noise at the destination and the

i th

relay, respectively. Each

relay amplifies or decodes the received signal in (3.2) and forwards it to the destination
with a transmitting energy E 5 • Accordingly, the received signal at the destination from the

ith relay depends on the type of scheme that has been used at the i th relay.
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3.1.1 Amplify-and-Forward
In the amplify-and-forward scheme, the received signal at the destination from the ith
relay is given by

YR;,D(n) =

E

8
---

= 2,..--hR;,DYS,R;(n)
No+ Eshs,R;

+ ZR;,n(n)

(3.3)

where hR;,D is the channel coefficient from the ith relay to the destination, ZR;,n(n) is the
additive noise at the destination and li~,R; = E ( h~,R;), where E( • ) is the statistical average operator. The choice of this gain jEs/(No + E8 h~,R;) aims to set the average output
energy from the ith relay at E 8 •
The gain is chosen so that the relay does not require the instantaneous channel state
information. In fact, the transmitted energy at the relay is normalized by No+ h1_R,, which
implies that only the squared mean value of the channel fading coefficient between the
source and relay

at~- In practice, such information can be

OilR;) and No are required

obtained through long term averaging of the received signal power.
At the destination, the received signals from the source and from the relays are combined together, and then the combined output is differentially decoded. A suitable combining method for multi-channel systems with differential modulation is the equal-gain
combining (EGC) [23] . However, the EGC technique is suitable for balanced diversity systems where all diversity branches have identical noise power [23] . This is not the case for
amplify-and-forward cooperative diversity, where the direct and relay links have different
noise power. A good approach is to normalize ys_,n(n) and YR;-+D(n) using their own
noise power before combining (similar to the normalization process in the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) technique). Doing so and after some straightforward manipulations,
we obtain the following combined signal
M

YAF = asYs,n(n - l)Ys,n(n) +

L adh•.n(n i= l
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l)YR;,D(n)

(3.4)

where as and ai are the optimum combining weights in terms of received SNR at the destination given by as
[37,38].

=

1INo and ai

= (No + Esh~,R.;) I (NJ + Eshi, 0 No + Esh~,R.;No)

Unfortunately, ai is incompatible with the differential detection ap-

proach since it requires knowledge of the instantaneous R.;

--+

D link (hR.;,D)·

Hence, a sub-optimal combiner that approximates hR.; ,D by its mean hR.;,D is introduced in [24, 37, 38].

Therefore, the sub-optimal combining weights will be

(No + EJtlR.;) I (NJ + Eshi ,0 No + Esft~.R.;No)

ai =

and as = 1INo. Without acquiring per-

fect channel state information, the combined signal (3.4) is differentially decoded by using
the detection rule m= arg maxm=O,l,...,LRe {v:nYAF } [39].
Finally, it should be noted here that the equivalent output SNR from the differential
EGC combiner can be written as [23]
M

""'

"/AF="fs,D + ~
i= l

_ "/S,R.;"/R.;,D
+
+
'YS,R; 'YR.;,D 1

M

="fs,D +

L 'YS,R.;,D

(3.5)

i= l

where 'YS,D
-2

Eshs,R)No.

3.1.2

Decode-and-forward

In the adaptive decode-and-forward the relays differentially decode the transmitted symbol from the source. Two consecutive received signals, YS,R.; (n) and YS,R; (n - 1), are required to recover the transmitted information at each symbol period. By assuming that
the channel coefficient hs,R; is almost constant over two symbol periods, the relay differentially decodes based on the decision rule

m= arg m=O
max Re {(vmYS,R.; (n - 1))* YS,R; (n)}
,l,... ,£
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(3.6)

We define the decoding set (C) as the set of relays with the ability to fully decode the source
message correctly. That is, the relay node is said to belong to the decoding set provided
that the channel between the source and the relay node is sufficiently good to allow for
successful decoding. Then, the destination combines the direct and the indirect links using
differential EGC.
In standard differential detection, successful differential decoding requires that the encoder differentially encodes each information symbol with the previously transmitted symbol. In this way, if the information symbols are sent every time slot, then the information
symbol to be transmitted at time (n) is differentially encoded with the transmitted symbol at time (n - 1). However, in the differential adaptive decode-and-forward scheme, the
information symbols at the ith relay are transmitted only if they are correctly decoded.
Therefore, the transmission time of the previously transmitted symbol can be any time before the current time. We denote such previous transmission time as (n n-

K:i

K:i )

for

n:i ,

i.e.,

is the latest time that the ith relay correctly decodes the symbol before time n. In

order to perform successful differential decoding, the ith relay needs to store the transmitted symbol at time n -

1\:i.

Note that needing a memory at the relay will not increase the

complexity of system compared to the standard differential system. The only difference is
that the memory in this scheme stores the transmitted symbol at time n -

K:i

instead of time

n- 1 as does the standard differential scheme. The differentially re-encoded signal at the

relay can be written as

(3.7)

where ri (n) is the differentially encoded symbol at the relay at time n. It should be noted
from (3.1) and (3.7) that the differentially encoded symbols at the relays and at the source
convey the same information symbol Vm·
Finally, at the destination, the received signal from the source and that from the relays
(that are in the decoding set C) are combined together, and then the combined output is
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jointly differentially decoded. Note that, for successfully decoding, the differential detector
at the destination requires to store the previously received signal for each relay on the
decoding set C. With an assumption that the channel coefficients stay almost constant
for several symbol periods, the signal in the memory can be used for efficient differential
decoding at the destination. Based on the multi-channel differential detection in [23], the
combined signal before being differentially decoded is

YDF = asYs,D(n - 1)ys,D(n)

+L

(3.8)

aiYR;,D(n - "'i )YR;,D (n)

iEC

where as and ai are the combining weights given by as= ai = 1/No and n -

"'i

represents

the time index of the latest signal in memory, i.e., is the most recent received signal from
the ith relay. Note that as and ai, maximize SNR of the combiner output when the destination is able to differentially decode the signals from both source and relays. Based on the
combined signal in (3.8), the decoder at the destination jointly differentially decodes the
transmitted information symbol by using the following decision rule:

m=

arg

max

m=O,l ,... ,L

Re {V~YDF }

(3.9)

Finally, it should be noted here that the equivalent output SNR from the differential
EGC combiner can be written as [23]

'YD F

= 'YS,D

+L

'YR; ,D

(3.10)

i EC

3.2

Error Performance Analysis

In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the error probability of the
amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward relaying over independent non-identical
Nakagami-m fading channels.
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3.2.1 Amplify-and-Forward
Despite the suitability of ai to the differential detection, the analytical solution in this case
is involved [24,37,38]. Hence, we will use ai in the analytical solution. However, we will
analyze the performance of the differential EGC cooperative diversity using ~ by simulation. It will be seen later that the performance analysis by simulation (using ai) are very
close to our analytical performance analysis (using 0-i).
Using the optimum combining weights, the instantaneous SNR at the combiner output
is given by [38]
M

/ AF =(s,D +

L /S,Ri/s:
i= l

ln.,n+ 1
IR.,D

M

= (s,D +

L /s,n.,D

(3.11)

i= l

For a given SNR /AF in (3.11), the unconditional BER expression forM-channel diversity
receptions can be expressed as [23]
1

P(e) = 22M+2

17r
'1/J(¢)
M
-7r 1 + 2/3sin{¢) + f32M"fs,o (>. . ) ]J M"fs,n;,o ()..)d¢

(3.12)

where M"fs,o (s) = E (e-s"fs,D) and M"fs,n;,o (s) = E (e- s"fs,n; ,o ) are the MGF of /S,D and
I S,R. ,D, respectively,).. = (a 2 + b2 + 2absin ¢ ) / 2, and o+ ~ (a/ b) =

~ 1 where

a and b

are constants that depend on the modulation size, specifically, a = 10- 3 and b =

.J2 for

DBPSK modulation, while a =

/3

V2 - .;2 and b = V2 + ..;2 for DQPSK modulation [23].

The values for larger modulation sizes can be obtained by using the result in [23]. Finally,
1/J(¢ )

=

L::!i1 (~~i~i) ((/3-i+l -

f3H 1) cos ({i - 1){¢

+ ~))

- (f3- i+2

-

/3i) cos (i{¢

+ ~ )) ) ,

h
( 2M+ l) _
(2M+l)!
w ere M+ l - i - (M+l-i)!(M+i)! ·

Since /S,D is chi-square distributed, it can easily be shown that the MGF of /S,D is
expressed as
- (

M"fs 0 (s) ·

is,D ) - ms,o
1 + - -s
m s,D
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(3.13)

where ms,D is the facting parameter of 'YS,D and 'Ys,D = lilnEs/No is the average SNR
between the source and the destination. In order to get a closed-form expression of the
MGF of 'YS,R;.,D, we assume in this paper that the facting parameter (ms,R;. ) between the
source and relay takes only integer values; then, the approximate results for performance
analysis for non-integer values of ms,R;. can be obtained using interpolation of the final
results obtained for integer values. Now, we need to determine the PDF of which can be
derived as (see the appendix D):

f

( )=

2 ( ms R· ) ms,n; ( mn. D) mn;.D

~

'Ys.n;,o 'Y

~

ms R·
exp ( - ms,R;.'Y )

'YS,R;.

'Yl- ms,n;r(ms,R;.)f(mR;.,n)

x (ms,R;.'?R;.,D'Y (1

+ 'Ys,R.J )

(mn;,v-k}/2 J(Mn . v-k

ffiR;_ ,D'YS,R;.

''

where mRi,D is the fading parameter between the

(2

~·

k

ms,R;. ! ('Ys,R;. + 1)"
~ (ms,R;.- k)!k!

'Yms,R;. mR;_,D (1 + 'Ys,R;.) ) (3.14)
/S,R;.'YR;. ,D

relay~

and the destination, '?R;.,D =

li'i,nEs/No is the average SNR between the ith relay and the destination and K v( .) denotes
the vth_ order modified Bessel function of the second kind. Then, the MGF of 'YS,R;,D with
the help of [22, eq. 6.643.3], can be expressed as

M

(mso
./"fso
.)ms,n;
msR;mR;.n(1+"fsR.)
)
s =
,.~"'
,..~ "i
exp (
,
,
'
()
'YS,R; ,D
(mR;.,D/"fR;,D)-mR; ,Df (mRi,D)
2"fs,R;"fR;,D (s + ms,R;hs,RJ
x mf; ms,R;. ! (1

k=O

+ 'Ys;~)k ((1 + 'Ys,R;) ms,R;'?R;.,D ) mn;,o/2- k/ 2

(ms,R;.- k).k.

'YS,R;ffiR; ,D

r(ms,R;.+mR;,n-k)

x

(k+1 - mn;.v - 2ms,n;)
2
(s + ms R;/'Ys R;.)
Jms,R;mR;.,D (1 + 'YS,R;) hs,R;.'?R;,D
'
'

xW

( ms,R;mR;.,D (1 +'Ys,R;.) )
P,Q 'Ys,R;.'?R;.,D (s + ms,R.!'Ys,R;)

where P = (1 + k - 2ms,R;.- mR;.,D) /2, Q

(3 .15)

(mR;.,D - k) /2 and WP,Q(•) is Whittaker

function defined in [22, eq. 9.222.1].
By substituting (3.15) and (3.13) into (3.12), we can determine the unconditional BER.
While the expression found in (3.12) is exact, it still requires numerical evaluation of the integral. By using the same method in [23, eq. 9.113] and after some algebraic manipulation,
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a closed form upper bound on the error performance can be written as

(3.16)

where (

=

b2 (1 - (3) 2 /2 and v

=

b2 (1

+ (3) 2 /2.

Finally, for a special case (Dual hop

relay only) where there is only one relaying path available (assume it is the first path)
and the direct path is not available, the probability of error can be given as: P(e) =

~ J~M-!)1r/M M '"Ys.,......0
P(e) =

2

(

1+

5~ J1r/M)
J 1-sm
) de/>
(7r/M)cos(¢)

and it easily can be upper bounded as

2

M -l M
(
sin (,-/M)
)
M
'"YS,R;,D
I+ Jl- sin2(7r/M) .

3.2.2 Decode-and-Forward
Since the decoding set Cis not constant and varied from time to time, it would be difficult
to use equations (3.6) and (3.8) to find a closed form expression for the error probability
of the adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative networks especially over non-identical
fading channels. To bypass this difficulty the cooperative diversity network in Figure 3.1
can be visualized as a system that has effectively M
destination. Let the path i represent the S

--t

R;.

--t

+ 1 paths between the source and
D indirect (cascaded) link, where

i = 1, · · · , M. the equivalent output SNR at the destination can be represented as a random

variable (i that will take account of both the source to the ith relay link and the ith relay to
destination link. Therefore, (i has PDF as

ft;; (x)

(x) Pr (R;. Decodes Incorrectly)

=

ft;;IR.

+

hiR. Decodes Correctly (x) Pr (R; Decodes Correctly)

Decodes Incorrectly
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(3.17)

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- - - - - - --

------

----

The probability that the link will be non-active (off) is equivalent to the error probability at

f4 which can be written as [23]

A=-7r1 1 O(£-1)7r/L M "!S,R;
where 9PSK =

sin2 (1r j L).

(

9PSK

·
1 + J1- q pS[( COS(¢)

)

d¢

(3.18)

It is known that the MGF of /S,R; can be written as

"'s n- ) -ms,n'. For the special case of Binary DPSK wherein 9PSK = 1 and L = 2
( 1 + s ...:..::.::.:L
ms,ni

we can write
1 (

Ai

=2

ms,R;
) ms,n.
ms,R; + is,R;

(3.19)

When f4 decodes incorrectly, the received SNR at the destination by f4 will be 0 (since
there is no retransmission from f4 because in this case the relay will be off and does not
belong to the decoding set C). Therefore, the conditional PDF kiR; Decodes Incorrectly(:.~:) can
be written as ft;;IR; Decodes Incorrectly (x) =

o(x). The probability that the ith link decodes the

source message correctly is 1 - Ai· Since the destination in this case will receive another
copy of the source signal by f4 with a SNR /R;,D (because in this case the relay will be
on and belongs to the decoding set C), the conditional PDF f t;; IR; Decodes Correctly (::~:) can be
written as

ft;;IR; Decodes Correctly (x)

=

(
ffiR - D )
ffiR; D)mn;,D 1 mn;,v - l
f "'n;,D (x ) = ( -_- 'r
(
)
exp -~ ---"/R;,D
ffiR; ,D
/R;,D

(3.20)

Therefore, the PDF of €i can be expressed as
(3.21)

Now, the equivalent output SNR from the differential EGC combiner can be rewritten
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as
M

'YDF

= 'YS,D + L ~i

(3.22)

i= l

Note that the expression of 'YDF in (3.22) is equal to the expression given in (3.10). However,
(3.22) is more analytically tractable than (3.10) and as a result, this facilitates the derivation
of the SNR statistics (MGF).
If we can find the MGF of 'YDF, we can use this MGF to calculate the error probability.

Since all the links are assumed to be independent; the MGF of 'YDF is given by
M

M"'DF (s)

=

M75 ,0 (s)

IT Mi (s)

(3.23)

i=l

where M 75 , 0 (s) is the MGFbetween S andD path where it is given in (3.13) and Mi (s), i

=

1, · · · , M, is the MGF of the ith indirect link variable ~i and it can be easily derived from

(3.17) as

(3.24)

where

M7~.o (s) = ( l+s"i~,;fm~,o ) m~.o is the MGF between~ and D path. Finally, the

error probability can be written as:

(3.25)

and can be approximated as

<

1

p (e)- 22 M +l

t; (M +(2M+ 1)! +

M+l

1 - i)!(M

i)!

3
1 - {Ji- 1 )
M
(1
1 - {Ji- 1 )
X [( 2 + 7r{3i- 1(1 - {3) M"'s,o (()!! M"'i (() - 2 + 7r{3i- 1(1 - {J) M"'s,o(v)

g
M

M"'i (v)

l

(3.26)
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3.3

Outage Probability Analysis

As in Chapter 2 the outage probability can be written as
1

lAF = - M log 2 (1 + 'YAF)

+1

IDF = M

1

+ 1 log2 (1 + 'YDF)

The reason of the M~l factor is that we need M

(3.27)

+ 1 time slots (or orthogonal channels) for

transmitting the data. From the total probability law we can write the outage probability
as
Pr (IAF

~ R) = Pr ('YAP:::; 2(M+l}R- 1),

Amplify-and-forward

Pout =
{ Pr (IDF ~ R) = Pr ('YDF ~

2(M+ l}R -

(3.28)

1) , Decode-and-forward

where R is some fixed spectral efficiency determined by the designer depending on the
application. In order to find

Pou!l

we have to find the CDF of 'YAP and 'YDF, which can be

found directly by using the MGFs as

Amplify-and-forward
(3.29)
Decode-and-forward
where ~- l

(• )

denotes the inverse Laplace transform. The inverse Laplace transform can

be done analytically or using simple numerical techniques as in [32,33].
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3.4 Numerical Results and Simulations
In this section, we show the numerical results of the BER and outage probability for DBPSK
modulation. We plot the performance curves of the average BER and outage probability
versus the SNR of the transmitted signal (Es/No dB). Our analytical results are compared
with Mont-Carlo simulation results for verification. We compare the cooperative diversity network with a conventional non-cooperative system that involves direct transmission
only from the source to the destination. For fair comparison, we set the sum of the transmitted energy from the source and the relay nodes of the cooperative diversity system
equal to that of the non-cooperative system.

3.4.1 Amplify-and-Forward
Figure 3.2 shows the average BER of differential EGC scheme (using a single relay) obtained via analysis using the optimal combining weights (ai) and by simulation using the
sub-optimal combining weights (iii ) for m s, R1 = mR 1 ,D = 1, 2, and 3 and hlD

=

h~,R1

=

h~1 ,D = 1 along with the average BER of the non-cooperative differential BPSK (ms,D = 1).

Overall, it can be seen that the analytical results (using the sub-optimal weights) are very
close to the Mont-Carlo simulation results of (with sub-optimal combining weights as well
as with optimum combining weights). This validates the analytical results and shows
that the use of the sub-optimal weights does not have significant impact on the performance. Also, it is evident that the differential EGC cooperative scheme outperforms the
non-cooperative differential BPSK. Clearly, and as expected, the diversity order increases
as the fading parameter increases. For example, the diversity order increase from 1 in
case of direct link to 2 for m s,R1 = mR1,D = m s,D = 1, and to 2.8 approximately for
m s,Rt = mR1,D = 2 and m s,D = 1.

Figure 3.3 compares the error performance of the differential EGC cooperative diversity
with that of the optimal MRC cooperative diversity and conventional MISO system (without relaying nodes and with two transmit antennas at Sand a single receive antenna at D).
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Figure 3.2: Average BER in Nakagami-m fading channel for differential amplify-andforward cooperative diversity networks.
A single relay node is used in the cooperative diversity networks. An asymmetric network
geometry is examined where R is located along the straight line connecting Sand D where
ds,R

= 0.6 and dn,D = 0.4. The length of the direct (S -

D) link is normalized to 1 and the

path-loss exponent a is chosen to be equal to 3. Also, we assume here that the total transmit
energy from the two antennas for the MISO system equals Es (where each antenna is given
energy Es/2) and for the cooperative diversity the total transmit energy for both the source
and the relay equals Es (where the source and the relay have Es/2 for each). As expected,
the MRC outperforms the differential EGC system. However, the differential EGC has less
complexity at both the relays and the destination since CSI is not required. Tills reduced
complexity is very appealing especially in fast fading channel environments.
The other interesting result is that differential EGC system outperforms the conventional MISO system. This is due to the fact that differential EGC system benefits from the
path loss reduction which gives differential EGC system more gain than that in the MISO
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system. It can also be seen that the benefit of path loss reduction increases as the channel
gets better because the effect of the path loss reduction will be more dominant than the
diversity effect. Furthermore, MISO system, obviously, requires multiple antennas at the
source, and this is not feasible for small size terminals such as in mobile and WLAN networks. On the other hand, it should be noted that the transmission rate of the cooperative
diversity system is equal to 1/ (M + 1) of that of the MISO system capacity (for the same
SNR and total bandwidth). This rate reduction is one of the drawbacks of cooperative
diversity systems.
E(hln.J = 1/0.63 , E(hh, ,o) = 1/0.4 3 and E(hl 0 ) = 1.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of BER performance for different type of spatial diversity techniques. ds,R = 0.6 and dR,d = 0.4 and ds,D = 1.
Figure 3.4 shows the BER performance at different values of the number of cooperating
nodes (M

= 0, 1, 2, and 3) for ms,D = 0.5, ms,R; = 1, and mR1 ,D = 0.5 and lilv =

lilR;

=

li.~,D = 1. Again, it is clear that the analytical results based on the optimal weights are very

close to the simulation results based on the sub-optimal ones. For instance, for M = 3 and
E s/No = 25 dB, the BER from simulation is equal to 1 x 10- 4 , while the BER from analytical
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solution is equal to 1.6 x 10- 4 . This trend is valid for different values of M as shown
in Figure 3.4. From Figure 3.4, we can also notice that the number of cooperating relays
(M) has a strong impact on the BER performance enhancement and the achieved diversity
order. For example the diversity order of the direct link only (M = 0) is approximately
0.5 while the diversity order of the combined signal is 1, 1.57 and 2 forM = 1, 2 and 3,
respectively.
ms,D

= 0.5,

ms,R;

= 1,

mn; ,D

= 0.5

1 o' ,-----.-----.---r=~==?r====.7=~==~~==7=~=TT=~
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Figure 3.4: BER performance of EGC technique for different number of participating nodes
(M = 0, · · · , 4).

Even though the power allocation problem is not the main focus in this thesis and left
for future research investigations; here we have an interesting result should be mentioned
for single cooperative diversity. It is not difficult to see that the above relay selection problem is equivalent to the following power allocation problem: suppose that the internodes
distances are identical but the total transmission power from the source and relay(s) is
fixed, how we should split the power among the source and relay nodes to optimize the
BER performance? To show the impact of power allocation, we invoke the model used
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in [42] by letting 0 < f < 1 be the power allocation factor that controls power allocation
for a single relay as follows: 'Ys,D = 'Ys,R; = EEs/No and 'YR;,D = (1 - E)E5 /No. In effect,
f > 0.5 means more power allocated to the source than to the relay, and vice versa. Equivalently, f > 0.5 also corresponds to the case when the relay is closer to the source than to
the destination as in the relay selection problem.
Using the analytical results we show in Figure 3.5 the average BER of differential
amplify-and-forward as a function off when E 8 /No = 10, 20, and 30 dB. It can be seen
that for high SNR

= 30 dB, the error for a wide range of power allocation is very small

(approximately equal). For example, the error range for 0.3 < f < 0.9 is between 2 x 10- 5
and 1 x 10- 5 only and this range decreases as the SNR decreases. Also, it can be noticed
that the equal power allocation between the source and the relay (f = 0.5) gives the best
error performance (or very close to the best performance) at different SNR values, which
can considerably simplify the power allocation problem.
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Power Allocation Factor c
Figure 3.5: Average BER for the Power allocation factor.
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3.4.2 Decode-and-Forward
Figure 3.6 shows the error probabilities when 1, 2 and 3 relay nodes are used. Observe that
the results obtained using the closed-form expression derived in this chapter and the simu lation results are in excellent agreement. Also as in amplify-and-forward increasing the
number of relays always improves the error probability for all regions of SNR and obliviously improves the diversity order. We can see that the differential cooperative scheme
achieves higher diversity orders as M increases. For example, at an error probability of
10- 4 , we observe about 2 - 3 dB gain as M increases from 2 to 3.
E(hs,o) 2 = I , E(hs,nY = I , and E(hn .. o) 2 = I
10° , - - - - . - - - ' - - - - - . - - ' - - - - - ' - - - - - . , - - - - ' - - - - - , - - - - - - . - - - - - - ,

Figure 3.6: Error probability of adaptive DF differential EGC with M = 0, · · · 3.
Figure 3.7 shows the outage probability for differential adaptive decode-and-forward
when 1, 2 and 3 relay nodes are used. In Figure 3.7, we have chosen R = 1 bit/sec/Hz.
Again observe the exact match between the simulation and the analytical results, pointing
out the validity of our proposed analysis. Figure 3.7 shows that the differential adaptive decode-and-forward EGC cooperative diversity networks improves the outage performance at high SNR only but can worsen the outage performance at low SNR. Hence,
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the critical number of relays that improves the outage probability depends on the value
of SNR. It is worthy to mention here that this behavior of the outage probability can be
extended to amplify-and-forward sd1eme.
E(hs,o) 2

= 1, E(hs,nY = 1, and E(hn; ,o) 2 = 1

10..

10..

10 .'o!==="'=~~~~--1-'::
o------":
1 5----::':2o:-------:!25~.....J

Es/No dB
Figure 3.7: Outage probability of the differential adaptive decode-and-forward EGC with
.111 = 0, . . . , 3.
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Chapter 4

Performance Analysis of Best-Relay
Selection Cooperative Diversity
Networks Over Rayleigh Fading
Channels
In the previous two chapters, all the relay nodes relay the source signal to the destination

using orthogonal channels (time slots, carriers or codes) to avoid cochannel interference.
Hence, for a regular cooperative diversity network with M relays, we need M

+ 1 chan-

nels (one for the direct link and M for the M indirect links). This means that the number
of required channels increases linearly with the number of relays. The resulting increased
demand for channels constitutes the fundamental drawback of all cooperative diversity
networks. As a consequence, if this problem is not addressed, cooperative diversity generally looses attractiveness for high-rate, high efficiency communications. In this chapter
and following two chapters, we are going to address this problem and try to find some
solutions.
In this chapter, we investigate the performance of the best-relay selection scheme where
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the ''best" relay only participates in relaying. Therefore, two channels only are needed in
this case (one for the direct link and the other one for the best indirect link) regardless of
the total number of relays (M). The best relay is selected as the relay node that can achieve
the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the destination node. In this chapter a general
mathematical probability model is developed and the performance of the best-relay selection for both schemes amplify-and-forward and adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative
networks will be investigated. In particular, closed form expressions for the error probability, outage probability, average channel capacity and the moments of the destination SNR
are derived over independent and non-identical Rayleigh fading channels. Results show
that the best-relay selection not only reduces the number of required channels but also can
maintain a full diversity order (which is achievable by the regular cooperative diversity
system but with much more amount of resources).

4.1

General Background

The best-relay selection scheme for cooperative networks has been introduced in [40], and
the authors showed that this scheme has the same diversity order as the regular cooperative diversity in terms of the outage probability. However, this important result was
given using semi-analytical asymptotic analysis at high SNR (without deriving a closedform expression for the outage probability). The best-relay selection scheme introduced in
[40] requires no explicit communication among the relays, and assumes no prior knowledge of network geometry. It is based on instantaneous wireless channel measurements
and reciprocity. This method does not need global channel state information at the relays
or destination; hence, this method is suitable for most wireless communication systems.
Briefly, based on the instantaneous channel conditions, each relay will feed a timer placed
on it with a value that is inversely proportional to channel conditions, and the timer of the
relay with the best channel conditions will expire first. All relays, while waiting for their
timer to reduce to zero (i.e. to expire), are in listening mode. As soon as they hear another
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relay forwarding information (the best relay), they back off.
In (41], the authors presented an asymptotic analysis (at high SNR values) only of the

symbol error probability of amplify-and-forward best-relay selection scheme, and compared it with the regular cooperative systems. The authors showed that best-relay selection
scheme maintains full diversity order in terms of the symbol error probability. In (42], the
authors analyzed the capacity outage probability of the best-relay selection scheme with
decode-and-forward, and they showed that it outperforms distributed space-time codes
for networks with more than three relaying nodes. This gain is due to the efficient use
of power by the best-relay selection scheme networks. However, to the best of our knowledge, no one has derived closed form expressions for the symbol error probability and outage probability of the cooperative diversity network using the best-relay selection scheme
at any SNR (not only high SNR values).

4.2

System Model

As shown in Figure 4.1, the system model is similar to that used in the previous two chapters except that in best-relay cooperative diversity network, only one relay (the best relay)
would participate in retransmitting the source signal to the destination.

4.2.1 Amplify-and-Forward
Assuming that the relaying gain equals

J

1/ ( h~,n;Es + N o), where E s is the transmitted

signal energy of the source, it was shown in chapter 2 that the end-to-end SNR of the
indirect link S --.., ~ --.., D can be written as

/S,R;, D =

where /S,R;

/S, R;/ R;,D
+
+
/S,R; /R;,D 1

(4.1)

= h~,n; Es/No is the instantaneous SNR between Sand ~ 1 /R;,D = h'ft;,DEs/No

is the instantaneous SNR

between~

and D . The best relay will be selected as the one
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Figure 4.1: illustration of a multi branch cooperative diversity network.
that achieves the highest end-to-end SNR of the indirect link. Then, assuming that MRC
technique is employed at the destination node, the total SNR at the destination node can
be written as
'YS,R;'YR;.,D
)
'YAF = 'YS D +max (
'
iEM 'YS,R;. + 'YR;,D + 1

(4.2)

where 'YS,D = hlD Es/N o is the instantaneous SNR between S and D . In order to u se the
total SNR in the outage and error performance calculations, (4.1) should be expressed in a
more mathematically tractable form. To achieve it, we proposed in chapter 2 a tight upper
bound for 'YS,R;. ,D given by
1

'YS,R;.,D ::::; min ('Ys,R;, 'YR;.,D)

(4.3)

= 'Yi

The PDF of 'Yi can be expressed in terms of the average SNR "ts,R;. = E ( h~,R;. ) E s/No and
"tR;.,D = E ( h~,D) Es/No as, where "(;= "fs,R;."tR;. ,D/ ("ts,R;
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+ "tR;.,D)·

Using the value of 'Yi

we can rewrite the total SNR in (4.2) as

"/AF

:S "/S,D + "/b

(4.4)

where This approximation of the end-to-end SNR in (4.4) is analytically more tractable than
the exact value in (4.2); and as a result, this facilitates the derivation of the SNR statistics

(CDF, PDF, and MGF). This approximation is shown to be accurate enough, especially at
medium and high SNR values as will be discussed in the results section.

4.2.2 Decode-and-Forward
In decode-and-forward scheme, assuming time division multiplexing for simplicity1, in

the first time slot the source broadcasts its signal to the destination node and the set of
M -relay nodes as well. We define the decoding set (C) as the set of relays with the ability
to fully decode the source message correctly. That is, the relay node is said to belong
to the decoding set provided that the channel between the source and the relay node is
sufficiently good to allow for successful decoding. In the second time slot, the best relay
from the decoding set C decodes and forwards (retransmits) the source information to
the destination. Then, the destination combines the signals of the direct link and the best
indirect link using maximum ratio combining (MRC) technique.

"/DF = "'S' D

4.3

+ max
iEC ('Yo.
, ._., D )

(4.5)

Error Performance Analysis

In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the error probability of the amplify-

and-forward and decode-and-forward relaying over independent non-identical Rayleigh
fading channels.
1

Frequency division multiplexing and code division multiplexing can also be used.
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4.3.1 Amplify-and-Forward
Since we assume that the MRC technique is employed at the destination, the error probability is evaluated for coherent reception only. When multi-channel coherent reception
is used, we can calculate the error probability by averaging the multi-channel conditional
error probability P (ebs,D>"Yb) =A erfc ( Jf3 bs,D +/'b)), over the joint random variables
representing the SNR values of the direct and indirect links bs,o, /'b)· Since the random
variables bs,o, /'b) are assumed to be independent, the joint PDF l rs,n>Yb bs,D, /'b) can be
given by f"Ys,n bs,o) f"Yb ('yb)· Therefore, error probability can be determined as follows

(4.6)

Using the alternative definition of the erfc (• ) function as [23, Chapter 4]

erfc (x)

2 r /2

=; Jo

(
x2
)
exp - si~2 (B) d(;l

(4.7)

and by substituting (4.7) into (4.6), we obtain

Since the order of integration can be interchanged [23], we obtain

(4.9)

where M"Ys,n (s) and M"Yb (s) are the MGF of /'S,D and

")'b,

respectively. In order to find

P (e) we need to find the PDF (and then the MGF) of /'S,D and 'Yb· Since hs,D is a Rayleigh
distributed random variable, the PDF of /'S,D has an exponential distribution with a mean
"'fs,o; hence, the MGF of 'YS,D can be easily found as

M

"Ys,n

(s) = -

1

--

1 + s"'fs,D
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(4.10)

The PDF of "fb, f-rb ('Y), can be found as follows. The CDF of 'Yb can be written as F'Yb ('Y ) =
P ('Yb ::::; -y), which can be obtained as

(4.11)

Then, the PDF can be found by taking the derivative of (4.11) with respect to -y, and after
doing some manipulations,f'Yb ('Y), can be written as

(4.12)

By using the PDF in (4.12), the MGF can be written as

and this integral can be evaluated in a closed form as
M

M'Yb (s)

= 2::: (-

M-n+l M-n+2

1)"+1

n=l

2::: 2:::

k1 = l

(4.14)

k2= k1 + l

Substituting (4.14) and (4.10) in (4.9) and evaluating the integration with the help of [23,
Chapter 5], P(e) can be written in a closed form as
M

P (e)

M - n+l M - n + 2

M

2::: (- 1)"+1 L 2::: .. · 2:::
n= l

k1 = l

k2= k1 + l

kn= kn - 1+ 1

f31s,D

1(4.15)

1 + f31s,D
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Asymptotic Analysis of the Error Probability
Although the expression for P (e) in (4.15) enables numerical evaluation of the system
performance and it is not computationally intensive, this expression does not offer insight
into the effect of the different parameters (e.g. the number of relays M ) that influence the
system performance. In this subsection, we aim at expressing P (e) in a simpler form in
such a way we can see the effect of the different parameters as is,o, is,R;. and iR;.,D

~

oo.

The advantage of our accurate approximate solution obtained previously for the total
SNR is that we have a closed form expression for the PDF. For this obtained PDF, the
technique developed in [43] can be used to find asymptotic behavior of P (e) at high SNR.
If the approximate PDF of rs, D and rb can be written as f 'Ys,v (r)
f 'Yb

(r) =

antb

=

as ,D'Yts,v

+ o (r)

and

+ o (r ), respectively where ts,D and tb are positive integers, as,D and ab are

constants and o(r) is a high order polynomial function of 'Y· For 'YS,D the value of as,D is:
as,D =

1/is,D and t s,D = 0 [43], while for rb the value of ab and t b can be found as follows.

Using the series expansion, the CDF in (4.11) can be easily rewritten and approximated as

(4.16)

From (4.16), the values of ab and t b are as follows
M 1

ab = M

IT ::-

and

tb = M -

1

(4.17)

i= l 'Yi

Then, the approximate PDF of 'YAF can be written as [43]
1

f '"lap•·ox, AF

M 1

(r) = ~ IT ;y. TM

(4.18)

,s,o i= l ,,

Note that asymptotic error probability is P (e) ~ A J000 erfc ( ..;IFi) f approx,AF (r) dr, and
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after doing the integration, the asymptotic P (e) can be written as
1

P (e)~ D (M) ---

1
fiM :::-1M
ri

(4.19)

'YS,D i=l

In order to see the effect of increasing number of
branches explicitly, we assume a special case where all the channels are identical

e'h =

12 =·· · =1M= 1s,D = 1), then (4.19) can be written asP (e)

---+

D (M) ( ~) M + l . It

can clearly be seen that the diversity order is equal toM+ 1. This means that the diversity
order increases linearly with the number of relays although we use one relay only.

4.3.2

Decode-and-Forward

In order to simplify the PDF calculation, we visualize the wireless cooperative network
depicted in Fig. 4.1 as effectively having M + 1 paths between the source and destination.
Then, we define a random variable €i representing the received instantaneous SNR at the
destination on the ith indirect link (S

---+

R; ---+ D). Since the relay is assumed to forward

the source information only if it is decoded correctly, we can write the PDF of €i as

k

(x)

ft.;IRi Decodes Incorrectly (x) Pr (R;, Decodes Incorrectly)

+

kiR; Decodes Correctly (x) Pr (R; Decodes Correctly)

(4.20)

= 'Ys~n;

exp ( -x/1s,R;),

The PDF of the instantaneous SNR from S toR;, bs,n.) is

f "'s,n;

(x)

where 1s,n. = E ( h}.R;) Es / No is the average SNR between Sand R;, and E (• ) is the
statistical average operator. As in chapter 2, the PDF of €i can be expressed as

k

(x) =Bib (x)

+ (1- Bi) ~ exp (-~)
r R; ,D
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rR;,D

(4.21)

where

Bi =

fooo erfc ( JfJrs,R;) f 'Ys,n. hs,R;) drs,R; =

[1-

flis,R; ]
fJrs,R; + 1

(4.22)

The unconditional PDF of the SNR at the destination given in (4.21) represents the ith
cascaded link (S -+ R;.

--+

D) and accounts for the possible incorrect detection of the source

message as well as the fading on the ith relay to destination link. By using this PDF, the
total SNR at the destination rDF can be rewritten as

'YDF

where x

= 'YS,D +~a;: (~i) = 'YS,D +X

(4.23)

= IDaJC.iEM (~i) . Note that the expressions of rDF in (4.23) and (4.5) are equivalent;

however, the expression given in (4.23) is analytically more tractable than the expression
given in (4.5). As a result, this facilitates the derivation of the total SNR statistics (CDF
and PDF). Since 'YS,D and x are independent, then the PDF of their summation ('YDF) is the
convolution of the two PDFs. Since hs,D is Rayleigh fading, it is straight forward to show
that the PDF of rS,D is 1-rs,o (x ) =

'Y;,o exp (- x /"fs,D), where is,D = E ( hlD ) E s/No is the

average SNR between Sand D. Therefore, we need to find the PDF of

x in order to find

the PDF of rDF· The CDF of x can be written as

(4.24)

Then, the PDF of ~i can be found by taking the derivative of (4.24) with respect to x , and
after some manipulations can be written as
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As a special case, where all the links are identical (i.e., "ts,R;

= "tR;,D = ;y), the PDF of x can

be simplified as

(4.26)

where B1

= · · · = BM =

B.

By using the POPs of 'YS,D and

x and doing the convolution and some manipulations,

the PDF of 'YDF can be written as

Again as a special case, where all the links are identical, the PDF of 'YD F can be simplified
to

f"YDF

(x) = BMo (x ) +

t(

-l)k+l

k= l

(~) ~l - ~)~ [exp (--x) -exp ( -~k)]
"/S ,D

k

"/S,D

"/

(4.28)

Hence, the error probability can be written as

Pb

(e) = ] 0

Pb

(e I 'YDF ) f "YDF

("/D F ) d "fDF,

using (4.27) and doing the integration, the exact closed-form expression for the error probability of multi-branch adaptive decode-and-forward with the best-relay selection scheme
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cooperative diversity networks with M-relay nodes can be obtained as

(3
(3 + "'k
L....i=1

-1s,D

1
'YR

>.i'

D

Wrs,n
f3rs,n

+1

)]

(4.29)

Asymptotic Analysis of the Error Probability
By using the same method that has been used for the amplify-and-forward scheme, the
approximate the PDF of 'YDF can be written as

(4.30)

where the values of ab and as,D are as follows

and

Since the asymptotic error probability is p (e)

asn =
'

-+

1
1s,n

(4.31)

--

A fo erfc ( m)
00

fapprox,DF

('Y) d, , and

after doing the integration, the asymptotic P (e) can be written as
1

P (e)~ Z (M) -_ -

M 1

IT -::-rM

/S, D i= 1

(4.32)

ri

In order to see the effect of increasing number of

branches explicitly, we assume a special case where all the channels are identical (1R1 ,D = 1R2 ,D = .. · = 1RM.D = 1s,D ="f), then (4.32) can be written as P (e)
Z ( M) ( ~) M +

1
.

It can clearly be seen that the diversity order is equal to M

+ 1.

-+

This

means that the diversity order increases linearly with the number of relays although we
use one relay only. Also, it should be mentioned here that the best-relay adaptive decode-
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and-forward scheme outperforms the best-relay amplify-and-forward scheme. The reason
of that is that 'Yn.,D 2: 'Yi since 'Yi = 'ts,n.'?R.; ,D/ ('Ys,n.

+ 'Yn.,D)·

4.4 Outage Probability Analysis and Other Performance Criteria
In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the outage probability of the amplifyand-forward and adaptive decode-and-forward relaying over independent non-identical
Rayleigh fading channels.

4.4.1 Amplify-and-Forward
The CDF of the total end-to-end SNR using the best-relay selection cooperative diversity
can be found as follows [23]
F

( )-

'YAF 'Y -

~-1

[M'Ys,o (s) M'Yb (s) ]
S

(4.33)
S="'(

where - 1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform. This inverse Laplace transform can be
performed analytically2, and the CDF of the total SNR can be expressed as

The outage probability (Pout) is defined as the probability that the channel average mutual
information (IAF) falls below the required rateR. For the amplify-and-forward best-relay
2

By doing the multiplication first and then using the partial fraction method
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selection cooperative diversity networks, Pout can be written as

Pr (I AF :::; R)

Pout

Pr

(~ log2 (1 + 'YS,D + 'Yb):::; R)

Pr ('Ys,D

+ 'Yb :::; 22R -

(4.35)

1)

Hence, Pout is actually the CDF of 'YAF evaluated at 22R

-

1; therefore, Pout

F'YAF (22R - 1).
In order to find the other statistics of the total SNR we have to find the PDF of 'YAP,
which can be found directly by finding the derivative of the CDF, F'YAF ("f), given in (4.34)
with respect to 'Y yielding
M

M-n+l M - n +2

L

f'YAF('Y)=2)-1t+l

x

1

( 2:~-

1
__L -

J - 1 'ikj

_

'YS,D

M

L ... L

exp

(~ ::-"( )
~

j=l

'Yki

1

I:j=~ ~ -1s,D

-"(
exp ( - ))

(4.36)

is,n

The lth moments of 'YAF can be found using (4.36) in a closed form as

where r

(•) is the gamma function [22, eq. (8.310.1)]. By setting l =

1 in (4.37), the average

total SNR ('tAP ) can be obtained. Furthermore, the first two moments of 'YAF can be used
in order to evaluate the amount of fading at the destination. The the amount of fading is
defined as the ratio of the variance to the square mean of 'YAF (J.L2/1~F - 1).
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4.4.2 Decode-and-Forward
In order to find Pout, we have to find the CDF of 'YDF, which can be found directly by

integrating its PDF given in (4.27), yielding

x 1 +_

1
k

_

"/S,D- 1/ L:i=l 1/'YR>.;.D

[

Hence, P out is actually the CDF of 'YDF evaluated at 22 R
p 'IA F

(22R-

-

1; therefore, P out

=

1).

The zth moments of the total SNR at the destination J.Ll = E ('YbF) can be written as
J.Ll =

f0

00

'YbFf'"YvF ('YDF) d"fDF· After substituting the expression of f '"YvF ('YDF) and solving

the integration and some necessary manipulations, the closed-form expression of the SNR
moments can be expressed as
M

1
( (

1+ 1

1
k
)
L:i = 1 'YR>.; ,D

-1+1 )

-

'Ys ,D

l

I:

k

rr (1 - B>.J

>.k = >-k- 1 + 1 i=1

(4.39)

By setting l = 1 in (4.39), the average of the total SNR at the destination can be obtained in

an exact closed form. For the special case where all the links are identical, the moments of
'YDF can be simplified as

J.Ll =r (l + 1) B M ;y1 +
S,D

r (Z+ 1) 0~ (- 1)k+l
k= l

(M) (1 k

Bt
"/S D _ 'Y/k

1 )(4.40)
( (1/k)1+1 -;y~+
S,D

'

The channel capacity, in the Shannon's sense, is an important performance metric since it
provides the maximum achievable transmission rate under which the errors are recover-
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able. The average channel capacity can be expressed as

BW {oo
C = - - Jo log2 (1 + 'YDF ) f 'YDF ( 'YDF ) d"(DF

(4.41)

2

where BW is the transmitted signal bandwidth. By substituting (4.27) into (4.41), the average channel capacity can be obtained in closed-form as
M

L:

(4.42)

where El(• ) is the exponential integral and it is given by El(x) =

00

fx

exp~-t) dt [22].

Finally, for the special case where all the links are identical, the CDF of 'YDF can be
simplified as

BW M _
_
_
C = 21n (2)B 'YS,D exp (1hs,D) E1(1hs,D)

x(

4.5

E\(:~;y) exp (k j;y) -

BW ~

+ 2 ln( 2 ) L..,. ( - 1)
k= l

k+l

(M) (1 - B)k
k

'YS D _ "f/k
'

1s,D exp (1/1s,D) E1 (1/1s,D))

(4.43)

Numerical Results and Analysis

In this section, we show numerical results of the analytical bit error rate (BER) and

Pout

for

binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. We plot the performance curves in terms
of average BER and outage probability versus the SNR of the transmitted signal (Es/No
dB) where Es is the transmit energy signal. We also show the results of the computer
simulations for verification.
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4.5.1 Amplify-and-Forward
Figure 4.2 shows the BER performance of the best-relay selection scheme for different values of the number of relays (M). It can be noticed form Figure 4.2 that the derived lower
bound is tight enough, especially at medium and high SNR values. For example, the exact
BER (from simulation) forM = 3 at E 8 jN0 = 15 dB equals 7 x 10- 6 while the analytical
BER is 5 x 10-6 . This trend (the tightness of our bound) is valid at different values of M
as shown in Figure 4.2. We can also notice that the BER decreases significantly with the
increase in the number of relays (M ) since the diversity gain and the virtual antenna array
gain are monotonically increasing functions of M .
E(h~,R,)

=

1, E(hh,,v)

= 1 and

E(h~,v)

=

1

100 r---:---.-__:_---,----r=>===O===?;'~==~====i!

-Exact (Simulation)
---Lower Bound (Analytical)

10..

....
..
M = 4··••
...
.

lQ-SQL__ __ L_ _ __l
10_ _ _ _1L.5_ ___::'..iJ,_~-2L5~----,J3Q

Es/No dB
Figure 4.2: Error performance for the best-relay selection scheme over Rayleigh fading
channels.
Figure 4.3 shows the Paut performance for R = 1 bit/ sec/Hz. Again, it is obvious that
the derived lower bound and the simulation results are in excellent agreement. It should
be noted that for Figures 4.2 and 4.3 the tightness of the derived lower bounds (for BER
and Pout) improves as E5 /No increases; however, both bounds (for BER and Pout) slightly
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lose their tightness at low E 8 / No values, particularly when M increases.

10-<1

7
L__ ___j__ _ ___l
10_ _ _ _1L5 --~i_
20-~'----_J
25
'---~__J
3Q
10- Q

Es/No dB

Figure 4.3: Outage performance for path the best-relay selection scheme over Rayleigh
fading channels.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 compare the performance of the best-relay selection scheme and the
regular cooperative diversity in terms of the BER and Pout for different values of M . To
make the comparisons fair, the transmitted power of the M

+ 1 transmitting nodes

source node plus the M relays) in the regular cooperative system is set to E 8

1/(M

+ 1).

=

(the

Ei

=

For the best-relay selection scheme we have only two node (the source and

the best relay), so E s

= E 1 = 1/2. From Figure 4.4, we can see an interesting result that

the best-relay selection cooperative diversity scheme outperforms the regular cooperative
diversity in terms of the BER. Also, we can see that as M increases this improvement also
increases. This behavior is due to the efficient use of power by the best-relay selection
scheme.
Figure 4.5 depicts the outage probability for R = 1 bit/sec/Hz. Figure 4.5 shows the
dramatic improvement of the best-relay selection cooperative diversity over the regular
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one in terms of outage probability. In this figure, as M increases the outage probability
of the regular cooperative diversity does not necessarily improve. Actually at low and
medium SNR values, the outage probability increases. This is due to the fact that with regular cooperative diversity networks, when the number of relays increases, more channels
are needed for relaying; hence, it becomes more difficult to achieve the required rate (R) .
This behavior is completely avoided in the best-relay selection scheme because we need
only two orthogonal channels for transmissions regardless of the number of relays. Hence,
increasing the number of relays in the best-relay selection scheme always improves the
outage probability without any additional channel resources. This improvement does not
depend on the value of E s/N0 , unlike regular cooperative networks, where the value of
E s/ No determines whether increasing the number of relays will decrease the outage prob-

ability or not. For instance, increasing the number of relays (M ) from 1 to 2, will reduce

Pout regardless of the value of E 8 jN0 , if the best-relay selection scheme is used. However,
if regular cooperative diversity is employed, increasing M from 1 to 2 reduces Pout only if

Es/No > 23 dB.
4.5.2 Decode-and-Forward
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the BER and outage probability of the best-relay selection adaptive decode-and-forward scheme at different values of the number of cooperating nodes
(M

= 0, 1, 2, and 3). Observe that the analytical results and the simulation results are in

excellent agreement. From Figures 4.6 and 4.7, we can also notice that the number of cooperating relays (M) has a strong impact of the performance enhancement since the achieved
diversity order is equal to M

+ 1.

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the performance comparison between the best-relay selection
decode-and-forward scheme and the regular cooperative diversity where all relays participate in sending the source signal to the destination from chapter 2. From Figures 4.8
and 4.9, we can see an interesting result that the best-relay selection cooperative diversity
scheme outperforms the regular cooperative diversity in terms of error probability. Also,
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the regular cooperative diversity and the best-relay selection scheme over Rayleigh fading channels (Note that forM = 1 the regular and best-relay
selection scheme are the same).
we can see that as M increases this improvement also increases. This behavior is due to the
efficient use of power in the best-relay selection scheme.
Figure 4.10 shows the substantial improvement of the best-relay selection cooperative
diversity over the regular one in terms of average channel capacity. In particular, many
interesting points can be drawn from Figure 4.10. First, the best-relay selection scheme outperforms the direct transmission in the low and medium SNR. Even more, the best-relay
selection scheme can outperform the direct transmission at higher SNR if the total number
of relays (M) can be increased. Second, the best-relay selection outperforms the regular cooperative diversity in all region of SNR. Furthermore, it is clearly seen that the gap between
the best-relay selection scheme and regular cooperative diversity performance increases as
M increases. Third, the average channel capacity of the best-relay selection scheme in-

creases as M increases because the only dominant factor here is the SNR, which increases
as M increases. On the other hand, the capacity of the regular cooperative diversity sys77
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the regular cooperative diversity and the best-relay selection scheme over Rayleigh fading channels (Note that forM = 1 the regular and best-relay
selection scheme are the same).
tern decreases as M increases. The reason of this behavior is that, in regular cooperative
diversity, there are two conflicting factors that affect the normalized average channel capacity, which is defined as 8<?,., = M~l log 2 (1 + 'YM RC ). The first factor is the equivalent
SNR improvement bMRc). When M increases, the equivalent SNR at the MRC output increases, which improves the capacity. The second factor is the number of required orthogonal channels. When M increases, the number of required orthogonal channels(= M + 1)
will increase, which reduces the channel capacity. Results show that the second factor is
more dominant, and as a result, the capacity of the regular cooperative diversity system
always decreases with M.
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Figure 4.6: Error performance for the best- relay selection scheme over Rayleigh fading
channels.
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Figure 4.7: Outage performance for path the best- relay selection scheme over Rayleigh
fading channels.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the regular cooperative diversity with the best-relay selection cooperative diversity over Rayleigh fading channels. Note that for M = 1 regular
and path-selection schemes have the same error performance.
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Figure 4.9: Outage probability comparison between the regular cooperative diversity with
the best-relay selection cooperative diversity over Rayleigh fading channels. Note that for
M = 1 regular and path-selection schemes have the same outage probability.
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Figure 4.10: Outage probability comparison between the regular cooperative diversity with
the best-relay selection cooperative diversity over Rayleigh fading channels. Note that for
M = 1 regular and path-selection schemes have the same outage probability.
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Chapter 5

Performance Analysis of Incremental
Relaying Cooperative Networks Over
Rayleigh Fading Channels
In this chapter the end-to-end performance of the incremental relaying cooperative diversity networks equipped with amplify-and-forward or decode-and-forward relays over independent non-identical Rayleigh fading channels will be investigated. In order to improve the spectral efficiency, incremental relaying cooperative diversity networks limit the
relaying process to the necessary condition by exploiting limited feedback from the destination terminal, e.g., a single bit indicating the success or failure of the direct transmission.
If the destination provides a negative acknowledgment via feedback the pre-determined

relay retransmits instead of the source in an attempt to exploit spatial diversity by combining the signals that the destination receives from the source and the relay. Closed-form expressions for error probability and the outage probability are determined. Analysis proves
that the incremental relaying cooperative relaying networks can achieve the maximum
possible diversity and save the channel resources.
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5.1

System Model

In Figure 5.1, the information source (S) and the destination (D) communicate over a channel with a slow and frequency-flat Rayleigh fading coefficient hs,D· A relay terminal participates by providing the destination with a second copy of the original signal (when
it is necessary) through a two hop-link with Rayleigh fading coefficients hs,R and hR,D·
We assume that all the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms in the three links
(S

--+

D, S

--+

Rand R

--+

D) have equal variance No and all the channels coefficients

(hs,n, hs,R, hR,D) are independent of each other. All terminals are equipped with a single

antenna.

Figure 5.1: illustration of a cooperative diversity network.

Assuming time division multiplexing for simplicity, in the first time slot, the source
sends its signal. Both the relay and the destination receive faded noisy versions of this
signal. Based on the quality of the received signal at the destination, the destination decides
whether the relay should send another copy of the source signal or not. For sufficient signal
quality, the relay will not send another copy of the source signal and the source will send a
new message in the second time slot. For insufficient signal quality at the destination, the
relay in the second .time slot will forward the received source signal to the destination.
Mathematically speaking, the received signal from the source at the destination
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(Ys,D (t)) and at the relay (Ys,R (t)) can be written as

YS,D (t)

hs,D../Esx (t)

+ n1 (t)

YS,R (t)

hs,R../Esx (t)

+ n2 (t)

(5.1)

where E s is the transmitted signal energy, x (t) is a transmitted symbol signal with unit
energy and n 1 (t) and n2(t) are the AWGN terms. In the second time slot, if it is necessary,
the relay will process the received signal generates a signal

Xr

(t) and transmits it to the

destination. The received signal at the destination from the relay is given by

(5.2)

where n3(t) is the AWGN term of the R --+ D linl<.
We will focus on the case that the forwarding decision at the destination is made on the
basis of the SNR forwarding threshold ('yo), which defines the minimum SNR for which the
destination can detect the signal successfully without the need of the relayed signal. While
a large value of 'Yo lowers the probability of error, it reduces the bandwidth efficiency because the relay will forward the signal more often but this, of course, will increase the
diversity benefit. Note that for direct transmission only, 'Yo is equal to 0 and for regular
cooperative diversity networks in which the relay always resend the source signal to destination, 'Yo is equal to oo.

5.2

Error Performance Analysis

In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the error probability for the two
relaying schemes, amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward. The average unconditional error probability of the combined signal using the incremental relaying technique
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for both schemes, amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward can be written as

P

(e) = Pr bs,D ~'Yo ) x

P div

(e) + (1 - Pr bs,D ~'Yo)) x

where /S, D is the instantaneous SNR between Sand D,

P div(e)

P direct

(e)

(5.3)

is the average probabil-

ity that an error occurs in the combined diversity transmission from S and R to the D .
The fading parameter hs,D follows the Rayleigh distribution; therefore, /S,D follows the
exponential distribution. Hence, it is straightforward to show that

Pr bs,D

where "fs,D

~'Yo) =

10
1 - exp ( - _
)

(5.4)

/S,D

= E ( hlo) Es/No is the average SNR between Sand D and

P direct(e)

is the

probability of error at the destination given that the destination decides that the relay
should not forward the source signal, which case the destination needs to rely only on
the direct signal from the source. For several Gray bit-mapped constellations employed
in practical systems, the conditional error probability takes the form of a x erfc ( ~,
with erfc (x ) being the erfc-function defined as erfc

=

-J; fxao exp ( -x2 ) dx and (a, b) are

constants depending on the type of modulation (e.g. BPSK: a
a

=

0.5 and b

=

1, QPSK:

= 0.5 and b = 0.5), then the corresponding average error probability (Pdirect(e)) can be

written as

Pdirect

(e) =

l ao Pdirect (ell) f 'Ys,D bi'YS,D >'Yo) d1

(5.5)

where P direct (ell) is conditional error probability and f 'Ys,n b i'Ys,D >'Yo) is the conditional
PDF of 'YS,D given that /S, D is greater than the threshold value 'YO· The conditional PDF
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f"'s,v (ri'Ys,D >'Yo) can be found to be as

if 1' :S 'Yo;

0,
f"'s,v b i'Ys,n > 'Yo) =

{

(

_

)

cxp_"fohs,D_
"'S ,D

ex

p

(..::::.:r_
-- )
"'S,D

1

(5.6)

if ')' > /'O

Substituting (5.6) into (5.5) and by solving the integration and doing some necessary manipulations, the average error probability can be written in a closed-from as

Pdirect (e)= a erfc (

fi1o) - a exp ( ;y~~D )

1 ;~~. D erfc (}'Yo (b + 1/'?s,n) )

(5.7)

Note that for 'Yo = 0, a = 0.5 and b = 1, we obtain the well known probability of error for
BPSK transmission over Rayleigh fading channel [39]. Furthermore, we should note that
as 'Yo increases, the Pdirect(e ) decreases, which plays an important role for high SNR region
as we will see later. If the relay should resend another copy of the source signal, then the
destination combines the signals it receives from source and relay using maximum ratio
combining (MRC). The expression of Pdiv(e) depends on the relaying scheme that will be
used at the relay as discussed in the following subsections.

5.2.1

Amplify-and-Forward

In the amplify-and-forward scheme, the relayed signal (xr(t)) is an amplified version of
YS,R

(t) and can be written as

Xr

(t) = Gx(t)

(5.8)

where G is the gain factor. In case of the relay to maintain the unit energy transmitted
signal, this gain can be written as

G=

1
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(5.9)

In (5.9), we choose the amplifier gain to depend upon the fading coefficient hs,R, which
the relay can estimate with high accuracy. The choice of this gain aims to invert the fading
effect of the first hop to limit the output energy from the relay to be E 5 •
In order to calculate Pdiv(e) we need to know the outpout SNR at the destination. By
assuming that MRC technique is employed at the destination, the instantaneous output
SNR is the sum of the instantaneous SNRs of the direct and the indirect (cascaded) links

'YAF

= 'YS,R,D + 'YS,D

where 'YS,R,D is the equivalent instantaneous SNR for S

(5.10)

--+

R

--+

D. By using the same

method adopted in chapter 2, the equivalent SNR can be written as

/S,R,D =

'YS,R'YR,D
+
+l
'YS,R 'YR,D

(5.11)

The output SNR 'YAF can be approximated by its upper bound b b) as follows

(5.12)

where min(x, y ) is the minimum value of x and y . The approximate SNR value bb) is
analytically more tractable than the exact value b AF ); and as a result, this facilitates the
derivation of the SNR statistics (CDF and PDF).
Since 'YS,R and 'YR,D are exponentially distributed, the PDF of min bs,R, 'YR,D) is also
exponential with a mean

ry =

"is:;n.o+l. The unconditional error rate (Pd·iv(e) ) can be

"'S,R

COmputed for the two cases is,R
By defining a new variable Z

R,D

=f. i R,D and iS,R = iR,D as follows.
= 'YS,D + min ('Ys,R,'YR,D ); then the average error proba-

bility Pdiv (e) can be written as
1. Case of is,D =f.

ry :
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Pdiv (e) = a
where f z (z i'Ys,D

~

loa fz (zi'Ys,D ~'Yo)

erfc (

v'bz)dz

(5.13)

'Yo) can be derived as

(5.14)

Then, Pdiv (e) reduces to

(5.15)

where>. = 'Yo(l.=t"bts,v) and( =
'YS,D

2. Case of 1s,D =

1'0(1:_+·bt) _
1'

1:

In this case f z (zhs,D

~'Yo)

can be written as

(5.16)

if z> 1o

Substituting (5.16) into (5.13) and doing the integral and after some simplifications
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Pdiv(e) can be written as

Pdiv (e)=

1

a
_ exp

{4i;;
( -/o ) i' + /o
( -lo )
(-f) x{ 1 + 1 0.5
+ lYy y----;- exp 1 + lYy - ----;y- exp i'
xerfc (

0 5 r-;;;Jho) - yr-;;;i+b1erf ( JX) - 1 ~ lYy y~erf ( JX)

+~ exp ( -;o) eric ( frm)

- ;~

J ";fry
1

e<fc

(VA)}

(5.17)

By substituting Pdiv (e), (5.7) and (5.4) into (5.3) we can have a closed-form expression for
the error probability of the amplify-and-forward incremental relaying cooperative relaying
protocol over Rayleigh flat fading channels.

5.2.2 Decode-and-Forward
In decode-and-forward scheme, the relayed signal (xr(t)) is firstly detected and then retransmitted to the destination. Thus, the resulting error probability Pdiv(e) can be written
as:

Pdiv (e)= P(s,R) (e) Px (e)+ (1 - P(s,R) (e)) Pcom (e)

(5.18)

where P(s, n))(e) is the probability of error at the relay, Px (e) is the probability that an
error happens at the destination given that the relay decoded unsuccessfully, and Pcom(e)
is the probability that an error happens at the destination given that the relay decoded
correctly. Therefore, two mutually exclusive error events may lead to a decision error at the
destination. Firstly, there is the possibility of a decision error at the relay, which occurs with
probability P(s,R)(e) and depends on the average SNR at the relay 'Ys,R = E ( hlR) Es/No.
The probability of error at the relay can be written as [23]

P(s,R) (e) = a

(190

(5.19)

In case of a decision error at the relay, the relay retransmits an erroneous signal to the

destination; thus leading to error propagation. The error probability due to error propagation (Px) can be bounded with the worst case value, Px < 0.5 [44].
Secondly, when the relay decoded correctly (with probability

(1 - Pcs,R)(e)), it for-

wards a freshly correct signal to the destination. This is the desired case of useful spatial diversity, since the destination combines this signal with the version it has received
from the source. The resulting error rate Pcom(e) depends on 'Ys,D = E ( h~,D) E 8 /No and

'YR,D = E ( h~,D) Es/No for the channel from the relay to the destination. By defining a
new random variable X; then the average error probability Pcom(e) can be written as
1. Case of 'Ys,D f=. 'Ys,D : By defining a new variable X

= 'YS,D + 'YR,o, then the average

error probability Pcom(e) can be written as

Pcom (e) = a

fooo fx (:1:!rs,D ~ 'Yo) erfc ( ~) d:1:

(5.20)

where f x (xlrs,D ~ 'Yo ) can be derived as

if :1: ~ 'Yo;

(5.21)
if :J; > / 0

Substituting (5.21) into (5.20) and doing the integral and after some simplifications
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Pcom (e) can be obtained as

(e)=

P.

a

(1 - exp (-_1Q_))-t
{_
'Ys,n
("fR,D- "fs,D)

com

-

bis,D erf
1 + bis,D

'YS,D

(,;>.) _'YR,D
_

biR:_D erf
1 + b"fR,D

+ exp ( .,.1..--'Yo.,.J.._ ) ( ::Ys,D exp ( _'Yo ) - ::YR,D exp ( _'Yo ) ) erfc (

+ "'R ,D

"'S,D

- (::Ys,D - ::YR,D) +

'YR,D

where >.

exp (

= "'o(l~b'Ys,n)

~)

-~o.,.J.._))

(1 -

exp ( .,.1.."'S, D

X [ ::YR,D

"fS,D

"'R ,D

,-----

~~;) erfc ( /ho) - ::YR,D 1 :::y~~,D erfc ( VC,)] }

(5.22)

= "'o(l~b'Yn,n).

and (

"'S, D

"'R,D

2. Case of ::Ys,D = ::Ys,D :
In this case f x (xi'Ys,D ::; lo) can be derived as

if x ::; 'Yo;
(5.23)
if X> 'YO
Substituting (5.23) into (5.20) and doing the integral and after some simplifications
Pcorn(e) can be written as

P div

(e)=

a
(

1 - exp - .,.1lL

)

"'R,D

x {1+

xerfc

0.5

1 + biR,D

(/ho) -

v~
---;- exp (

.

-')'o

1 + b"fR,D

b::YR,D erf
1 + biR,D

'YR,D

) - ::YR,D + / o exp ( -')'o )
"fR,D

5
(,;>.) - 1 + 0b"fR,D
·

'Yo exp ( -_-')'o ) erfc ( v ~)
+ -_bro -

/R,D

(VC,)

/o
~

'YR,D

"fR,D
biR,D erf
1 + biR,D

biR,D erfc
1 + biR,D

(V>.) }

(,;>.)
(5.24)

By substituting (5.19) and (5.22) or (5.24) into (5.18) and then substituting (5.4), (5.7)
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and (5.18) into (5.3) we can have a closed-form expression for the error probability of the
decode-and-forward bandwidth efficient cooperative relaying protocol over Rayleigh flat
fading channels.

5.3

Outage Probabilities Analysis

In this subsection, we derive closed-form expressions for the outage probability (Pout)·
In incremental relaying cooperative diversity networks, if the SNR of direct link at the

destination is less than the threshold value ')'o, the destination will need assistance from
the relay to send another copy of the source signal. In this case, the relay will send another
copy of the signal but there is still a probability that the overall SNR at the destination is
less than ')'o, and in this subsection we will determine this probability.

5.3.1 Amplify-and-Forward
The outage probability can be easily derived as

Pout

=

Pr(')'s,D ~ 'Yo)Pr ('Ys,R,D + 'Ys,D ~ 'Yobs,D ~'Yo )

Pr ('Ys,R,D + 'YS,D ~'Yo)
Pr ('YAF ~'Yo)

(5.25)

By using the same approximation for 'YAF in (5.12) (i.e., using ')'& ) and noting that 'Yb follows
the exponential distribution; then, Pout can be derived and written in a closed form as

_ { 1+

Pout -

ts.~-t exp ( T ) - t;;~t exp ( "t/~) ,

1 - 'Yo-:;:,~.v exp ( - ')'o / "ts,D ) ,
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if "fs,D =/- "(;
if 'Ys,D = 1

(5.26)

5.3.2

Decode-and-Forward

The outage probability can be easily derived as

P out= Pr bs,D :::; 'Yo)

Pr [min bs,R, 'YS,D

+ 'YR,D :::; 'Yo) bs,D :::; 'Yo]

= Pr bs,D :::; 'Yo) [1- Pr bs,D + 'YR,D > 'Yoi'Ys,D :::; 'Yo) Pr bs,R > 'Yoi'Ys,D :::; 'Yo)]

< ) [1 _ Pr bs,D

= Pr (

~~-~

:::; 'Yo) - Pr bs,D + 'YR,D :::; 'Yo) Pr (
Pr ('YS,D <)
~R
_'Yo

>

~

)] (5.27)

where Pr ('yi :::; 'Yo) = 1 - exp ( -'Yol?i) with i E { hs,D, hR,D} . The first term in min( • )
function represents the outage probability at the relay and the second term represents the
outage probability at the destination when MRC is used. Finally after simplification, the
outage probability can be written as:

P out

= Pr bs,R :::; 'Yo ) Pr bs,D :::; 'Yo)

+ Pr bs,R > 'Yo) Pr bs,R + 'YR,D :::; 'Yo)

(5.28)

The term Pr bs,R + 'YR,D :::; 'Yo) can be easily derived as:

1

Pr ('YS,R + 'YR,D :::; 'Yo) =

+ 'Yn,oexp ( ~ ) -'Ys,oexp ( ~)
"'s,o

{

"!n,o

(5.29)

'

+-

1 - "~\s~~,o exp ( - 'Yo/"Ys,D) ,

if "YS,D = "YR,D

Then P out of decode-and-forward technique can be written as

l

(1- exp (.;:.:m.)) (1 - exp (.;:.:m.)) + exp (.;:.:m.)
"'S,R

1+

X

( 1 - exp ( ~)) ( 1 - exp (

x

-=-1Q)

"'S,D - "!R,D

[

P out=

"'S, D

-=10-) ; ;

;;;,n,D exp ( 'in ,D - _,s,D cxp ( 'iS,D

'

(5.30)

?o)) + exp ( ~)

[1- "!o~'Ys,o exp ( .;:.1!l..) J ,
"'S,D

"'S, R

if "Ys,D

"'S,D
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= "YR,D

5.4

Normalized Throughput Analysis

Throughput is the amount of data which is successfully transmitted per unit time, that is
R/E (T) [45], where R bits/sec/Hz is the target rate, and E (T) is the average delay, i.e., the

expected number of transmissions (original transmission plus retransmission) is given by
E (T) = 1 x Pr (T = 1) + 2 x Pr (T = 2)

(5.31)

where 1 represents only one time slot needed and 2 represents two time slots needed. Now,
consider the probability of each of the two cases. In case 1, the transmission takes only one
time slot. The probability of successful transmission after the first time slot is given by
Pr (T = 1) = P1 = exp ( - 'Yo/'Ys,D), and the probability of successful transmission after the
two time slots is given by Pr (T = 2) = 1 - exp (- "to / 'Ys,D) = 1 - p 1. Finally, after simple
manipulations, the throughput can be written as

R
Throughput = - - 2 - Pt

(5.32)

From (5.32) we can see as p 1 decreases the throughput decreases. For regular cooperative
diversity networks, p1 = 0 and the throughput is R/2, while for direct transmission alone,
p 1 = 1 and the throughput is R (the best value). It is clearly seen the throughput of the

incremental cooperative diversity techniques lies between R/ 2 and R.

5.5

Numerical Results and Analysis

In this section, we show numerical results of the analytical bit error rate (BER) for binary
phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation, and outage probability. We plot the performance
curves of the average BER, and outage probability versus the SNR of the transmitted signal
(Es/No dB). We also show the results of the computer simulations for verification. Asym-

metric network geometry is examined where the relay is located across the straight line
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connecting the source and the destination. Direct path length S

--+

D is normalized to

be equal to 1. We also denote d as the distance between the source and the relay. In all
presented results, the path-loss exponent a is assumed to be equal to 3.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the bit error rate (BER) for different values of 10 for both
schemes amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward respectively, using the incremental relaying technique. Observe that the results obtained using the closed-form expressions
derived in this paper and the simulation results are in excellent agreement. Figures 5.2 and
5.3 demonstrate that the cooperation significantly improves the BER performance in comparison with the direct transmission. This is expected because the cooperation benefits
from the diversity gain as well as from the path-loss reduction. Also, Figure 5.2 shows
that as /O increases, the error performance improves because we will benefit more from the
diversity. Figure 5.2 shows also that at high SNR, the error performance for incremental relaying scheme tends to be parallel with direct transmission, which means that the system
achieves virtual antenna array gain but not diversity gain. This is because at high SNR,
the destination will rarely need any retransmission from the relay. Finally, from Figures
5.2 and 5.3 we can see that in the amplify-and-forward scheme, increasing / o will always
increase the error performance until we reach the optimum one which is /o = oo where the
relay always resends a copy of the source signal (regular cooperative diversity networks).
Actually an increasing /o for decode-and-forward will not always improves the error performance. In particular we need to be careful in choosing 'Yo in decode-and-forward. As
expected for / O = oo, the performance will not improve in all region of SNR due to the
error propagation from the relay, since the relay will always resend the source signal and
there is a probability to send an erroneous signal (the improvement can be seen in very
high SNR because of a very small probability of error propagation. 111is behavior will be
clearer when we discuss Figure 5.6).
Figure 5.4 shows the throughput of incremental relaying cooperative diversity network
for R = 1 bit/s/Hz. Figure 5.4 shows when the SNR detection threshold bo) increases the
throughput decreases. Figure 5.4 also shows that incremental relaying cooperative diver-
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Figure 5.2: Error probability performance for amplify-and-forward incremental relaying
for different values of /O· Note that direct transmission equivalent to 'Yo = 0 and regular
cooperative diversity equivalent to 'Yo = oo.
sity network gives high throughput (very close to direct system) at medium and high SNR
while incremental relaying has much better error performance. For example, for incremental relaying at 15 dB, the throughput reaches 0.85 with P(e) = 7 x 10- 5 for amplify-andforward, P( e) = 1 x 10- 4 for decode-and-forward with 'Yo = 6.92, while direct transmission
has throughput of 1 and P(e) = 10- 2 • Hence, we can conclude that incremental relaying
has a significant improvement on error performance with a very high throughput (very
close to the direct transmission throughput and higher than the regular cooperative diversity).
Figure 5.5 shows the outage probability performance defined in the previous section.
From Figure 5.5, we can conclude that as 'Yo increases the outage probability increases. The
reason is that as 'Yo increases the probability that the summation of the SNR of the combined
signal is less than 'Yo will also increase. Furthermore, amplify-and-forward scheme slightly
outperforms decode-and-forward scheme.
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Figure 5.3: Error probability performance for decode-and-forward incremental relaying
for different values of 'YO · Note that direct transmission equivalent to 'Yo = 0 and regular
cooperative diversity equivalent to 'Yo = oo.
Figure 5.6 shows the effect of the location of the relay for different values of 'YO · From
this figure it can be seen that the best location for amplify-and-forward scheme is in the
middle between the source and the relay and this location will not change even if we
change the value of 'YO· Also, for amplify-and-forward increasing 'Yo will always improve
the overall system performance. For decode-and-forward, we can see that the location of
the relay plays an important role on the performance of the system. In decode-and-forward
scheme the best place for the relay is to be nearer to the source. The reason of this trend
is that when the relay is close to the source error propagation rarely happens due to the
good channel between the source and the relay. Also, we can see that increasing 'Yo has a
bad impact in some locations and this is due to the error propagation problem. Finally, we
can notice that amplify-and-forward in some locations has dramatic superior performance
over decode-and-forward.
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Chapter 6

Performance Analysis of
Incremental-Best-Relay Technique
over Rayleigh Fading Channels
The previous chapter has studied the incremental relaying algorithm (with a single-relay)
to overcome the inefficient use of the channel resource. In many cases, there is more
than one cooperating relay in the network. Hence, we propose the incremental-best-relay
scheme as a logical extension to the incremental relaying technique for the multiple relay case. In this scheme, we combine the incremental relaying technique studied in the
previous chapter with the best-relay scheme discussed in chapter 4.
The incremental-best-relay cooperative relaying networks, like incremental relaying,
exploits limited feedback from the destination terminal, e.g., a single bit indicating the success or failure of the direct transmission. If the destination provides a negative acknowledgment via feedback, in that case only the best relay among the M relays retransmits
the source signal instead of the source itself in an attempt to exploit spatial diversity by
combining the signals that the d estination receives from source and the best relay. It can
be seen that in this new algorithm we have two features. First, we restrict the relaying
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process (wasting of two time slots) to the necessary conditions. Second, to acltieve high
diversity order (increase the error performance) without sacrificing the spectral efficiency,
only one (the best relay) should retransmit another copy of the source signal to the destination. Furthermore, tltis algorithm will not increase the hardware complexity compared
to the incremental relying, since the same ACK/NACK can be used.
The end-to-end performance of the incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity networks equipped with the amplify-and-forward or adaptive decode-and-forward relays
over independent non-identical Rayleigh fading channels will be investigated. In particular, closed-form expressions for error probability and the outage probability are determined. Analysis proves that the incremental-best-relay cooperative relaying can achieve
the maximum possible diversity and enhance the spectral efficiency of the whole wireless
cooperative diversity networks.

6.1

System Model

As shown in Figure 6.1 and similar to the system model used in the previous chapters,

a source node (S) and a destination node (D) communicate over a channel with a flat
Rayleigh fading coefficient(hs,0 ). A number of potential relaying nodes~ ' (i = 1, · · · , M )
are willings participate to relay the signal to provide the destination with another copy of
the original signaL The channel coefficients between S and

~

(hs,RJ and between R;

and D (hR; ,D) are also flat Rayleigh fading coefficients. In addition, hs,D, hs,R; and hR;,D
are mutually-independent and non-identical. We also assume here that additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms of all links have zero mean and equal variance (No).
All the M relays and the destination receive faded noisy versions of tltis broadcasted
signal. Based on the quality of the received signal at the destination, the destination decides whether relaying is needed or not. For sufficient signal quality, all the relays do
nothing and the source will send a new message in the second time slot. For insufficient
signal quality at the destination, only the best relay in the second time slot will forward
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Figure 6.1: illustration of a multi branch cooperative diversity network.
the received source signal to the destination. In the case of insufficient signal quality, the
destination combines the two signals using MRC techniques.
We will assume that the forwarding decision at the destination is made on the basis of
the SNR forwarding threshold ('Yo), which defines the minimum SNR for which the destination can detect the signal successfully without the need of the relayed signal. As in
the previous chapter, a large value of 'Yo lowers the probability of error, which reduces the
bandwidth efficiency because the best relay among M relays will forward the signal more
often but this, of course, will increase the diversity benefit. Note that for direct transmission only, 'Yo is equal to 0 and for best-relay cooperative diversity networks in which the
best-relay always forwards the source signal to destination, 'Yo is equal to oo. Finally, the
mathematical expressions for the received signal at the relays and the destination from the
source and the received signal from the best relay at the destination will be the same as
stated in chapters 4 and 5.
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6.2

Error Performance Analysis

In this section, we derive closed-form expressions for the error probability for the
incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity networks. Similar to the incremental relaying, the average unconditional error probability of the combined signal using incrementalbest-relay technique for both schemes, amplify-and-forward or decode-and-forward can
be written as

P (e) = Pr b s,D :::; 'Yo) x Pdiv (e) + (1 - Pr bs,D :::; 'Yo)) x Pdirect (e)

(6.1)

where 'YS,D is the instantaneous SNR between Sand D, Pdiv (e) is the average probability that an error occurs in the combined diversity transmission from Sand R to the D.
The fading parameter hs,D follows the Rayleigh distribution; therefore, 'YS,D follows the
exponential distribution. Hence, it is straightforward to show that

(6.2)

Pr b s,D :::; 'Yo) = 1 - exp ( - _'Yo )
'YS,D

where ts,D = E ( h~,D) E 5 /No is the average SNR between S and D and Pdirect(e) is the
probability of error at the destination given that the destination decides that the relay
should not forward the source signal, which case the destination needs to rely only on
the direct signal from the source. For several Gray bit-mapped constellations employed
in practical systems, the conditional error probability takes the form of a x erfc ( JiYYS,D),
with erfc (x) being the erfc-function defined as erfc =

-j; fxoo exp ( - x

2

)

dx and (a b) are

constants depending on the type of modulation (e.g. BPSK: a = 0.5 and b = 1, QPSK:

a = 0.5 and b = 0.5), then the corresponding average error probability (Pdirect(e) ) can be
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written as

pdirect (e) =

rXJ pdirect (elf) f -rs
lo
·

D

h i'YS,D >'YO) d-y
~---

= a erfc (

Jbi) - aexp (-''YS,D
Yo )

b"'j::_D erfc (J'Yo (b + 1/is,D)) (6.3)

1 + 'YS,D

If the best relay among M relays should forward another copy of the source signal, then
the destination combines the received signals from source and the best relay using MRC.
The expression of Pdiv(e) depends the relaying scheme that will be used at the relays.

6.2.1

Amplify-and-Forward

In the case of amplify-and-forward and when the relaying is needed, Pdiv(e) can be calculated by knowing the equivalent SNR at the destination of the indirect link (S ---+ R;,

---+

D).

By assuming that MRC technique is employed at the destination, the instantaneous output SNR is the sum of the instantaneous SNRs of the direct and the best indirect link (the
indirect link that gives the highest SNR at the destination)

'YAP = 'YS D + max
'

iEM

'YS,R/YR;,D

["(S,R; + 'YR;,D + 1

]

(6.4)

By using the same approximation adopted in chapter 2, the equivalent SNR can be written
as

'YAF ~ 'YS D +max
iEM [min ('Ys
I

o .-yo .

J-''1.

"' ""'

D)] = 'YS D + 'Yb

(6.5)

I

The approximate SNR value bb) is analytically more tractable than the exact value. The
PDF of 'Yb can be written as [see Chapter 4 for derivation]

(6.6)
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By defining a new variable Z = 'YS,D + 'Yb, then the average error probability P div (e) can be
written as

Pdiv

(e)= a

loco fz (zi'Ys,D ~'Yo) erfc ( vbz") dz

where f z (zi'Ys,D :::; 'Yo) is the PDF of Z given that 'YS,D

~

(6.7)

'YO· After doing some necessary

manipulations, fz (zi'Ys,D :::; 'Yo) can be written as

f z (zi'Ys,D :::; 'Yo)= ( 1- exp (

;s~; ))

'\'M ( - 1)n+l '\'M-n+1 '\'M-n+2 ... '\'M
Lm=1
Dk1=l
Dk2=k1+l
Dkn=kn- 1 + 1

x (

1

Lj=~ '*j

"is,v

exp

(I:n :;:r) J =l

"fk;

*
1

LJ=l

X

"is,v

exp

(~))
"fs,v

'

(6.8)

if z >'Yo

Then Pdiv (e) reduces to
M

Pdiv

M-n+l M-n+2

(e) = 2.::..: (- 1)n+l 2.::..:

wherew =

(2:::~J=l ,).._)-l >. =
"fk;

1

2.::..: .. ·

"fo(Hb"is,v)

M

2.::..:

and ( =

"(S,D

"fo(Hbw) _
W

By substituting (6.9), (6.3) and (6.2) into (6.1) we can have a closed-form expression for
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the error probability of the incremental-best-relay amplify-and-forward cooperative relaying protocol over Rayleigh flat fading channels.

6.2.2

Decode-and-Forward

In decode-and-forward scheme, The source broadcasts its signal to the set of M -relay nodes
and the destination node. We define the decoding set (C) as the set of relays with the ability
to fully decode the source message correctly. Then, the best relay from the decoding set C
decodes and forwards (retransmits) the source information to the destination (where the
retransmission will happen only for insufficient signal quality between Sand D) . Then, the
destination combines the direct and the best indirect link using MRC. Hence if the relaying
is needed, the equivalent SNR at the destination can be written as

/DF = /S,D

+ maxC
(/R;,D)
tE

(6.10)

As stated in chapter 4, this expression is difficult to handle. An easier expression which
has been derived in chapter 4 can be written as

/DF

(6.11)

= 'YS,D + ~'ff (~i) = 'YS,D +X

where x = maxiEM (~i), and ~i is the equivalent SNR of the indirect link (S

-+

~

-+

D).

As mentioned in chapter 4, the expressions of 'YDF in (6.10) and (6.11) are equal; however,
the expression given in (6.11) is analytically more tractable than the expression given in
(6.10). It is known that the PDF of 'YS,D is l rs,D = (1 / is,n)exp(-'Y/is,n), where
the average SNR between Sand D . Furthermore, the PDF of
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x=

is,D

is

maxiEM (xii) has been
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derived in chapter 4 as

x

k

k

i=l

i=l

1

IT (1 - B>.J exp ( -x/"fR>.,,D) L "'R>.,,D
-_-

(6.12)

By defining a new variable X = "/S,D + x, then the average error probability Pdiv (e) can be

written as

Pdiv (e) = a

loco fx (xl"'s,D :S: 'Yo) erfc ( ~) dx

(6.13)

where f x (x l"'s,D :S: 'Yo) is the PDF of X given that "/S,D :S: 'YO · After doing some necessary
manipulations, fx (xl"'s,D :S: 'Yo) can be written as

if x>"(o

(6.14)
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Substituting (6.14) into (6.13) and doing the integral and after some simplifications Pdiv(e)
can be obtained as

P"" (e) =

a

Til!( ' )[1 ~

1 -exp

l

Jho)

M

M-k + 1 M-k+2

I:(-1l+l I: I: ... I:
k= 1

x

bis,D) ) - exp ( .=-'Yo ) erfc (
/S,D
/S,D

'Yo (1!

'"YS,D

M

+

lrts,D erf (

1 + b)'s,D

.X1=1 A2=-A1+1

Ak= Ak - 1+1

a

(v -)'s,D) (1 -exp(-?i;-))

{ 1s

D ;~~,D

'

1

erf (

Y'A) - vJ 1 ~bv erf ( v'()

+ exp (-'Yo( 'Y:.D + ~)) ( i's,D exp (~) - v exp ()':~D )) erfc ( Jho) - (1s,D - v )

+ (1 -

exp

(- 'Yo ( 'Y:.D -

~))) [v exp ( -:o )erfc ( Jho)- vJ1 ~bv erfc (A)]}
(6.15)

where v

=

(2:} __

A=

1_ ) - 1

t=l

'YR ;,.i.D

I

'Yo (l~IYYs,v)

and (

= -yo(l+bv) .

'"YS , D

£1

By substituting (6.2), (6.3) and (6.15) into (6.1) we can have a closed-form expression for
the error probability of the incremental-best-relay adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative relaying protocol over Rayleigh flat fading channels.
Finally, although the derived error probabilities for both relaying schemes have multip le summations/multiplications, all these summations/ multiplications are finite and easy
to h andle numerically.

6.3

Asymptotic Error Performance

Here, in this section we are going to simplify the error probability expressions derived in
the previous section by focusing on the high SNR region. In the high SNR region w e can
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assume that Pr b s,D~

P (e) =

------------------~

ro) goes to zero and this simplifies (6.1) to

Pr (rs,D::; ro) Pdiv + (1 - Pr b s,D~ "Yo) ) Pdirect

'--v--'
--.0

-t l

ajoo exp_( ~) erfc (VFYY) dr
'YO

a erfc (

rS,D

Jbi) - a exp ( 1;~D)

1;

:;;;,Derfc ( J ro(b + l /1s,D) )

(6.16)

From this equation we can find two important things. First, at high SNR (SNR > >

ro),

the error performance for the incremental relaying with the best relay selection cooperative diversity network tends to be parallel with direct transmission, which means that the
system achieves virtual antenna array gain but not diversity gain (significant improvement
compared to the direct system alone). Second, as ro increases we can find from the second
line of (6.16) that the Pdirect(e) will also reduce since the region of the integration will decrease. This means, as we will see in the result sections, that for approximately SNR <
the incremental-best-relay diversity network will achieve a diversity order of M
for high SNR (SNR > >

ro

+ 1 and

ro) the incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity network will

achieve virtual array gain with diversity order of 1.

6.4

System Outage Probability Performance

In this subsection, we derive closed-form expressions for the SNR outage probability (Pout).
In best-relay incremental relaying cooperative diversity networks, if the SNR of the direct

link at the destination is less than the threshold value

ro, the destination will need

assis-

tance from the relay to send another copy of the source signal. In this case, the best relay
will send another copy of the signal but there is still a probability that the overall SNR at
the destination is less than "Yo, and in this subsection we will determine this probability.
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6.4.1 Amplify and Forward
The outage probability for amplify-and-forward can be derived as

Pr ( 'Ys,D +max [min ('Ys,Rn 'YR.,D)]

=

tE M

~ 'Yoi'Ys,D ~'Yo) Pr ('Ys,D ~'Yo)

Pr ('YS,D + 'Yb ~ 'Yo)

(6.17)

Since the two links (direct and best indirect links) are independent, then the outage probability can be found by finding the convolution of the two PDFs to find the overall PDF and
then finding the CDF. After doing some necessary manipulations, then P out can be derived
and written in a closed form as
M

Pout

=

M -n+1 M-n+2

L (-lt+l

L

n= 1

k1=l

L:i=11

x 1(

1

J - 1 "ik;

L ··· L

"'! .
1

L' - -'- -

M

k2=k1 + 1

exp

7s,o
_

kn = kn- !+1

(~, 7•, )

~
-'Yo
L..- -_+

1s' D
L'- -'- J - 1 "ik;
1

exp

- 'Yo

-_-

7s,o Cs.J
_

)

(6.18)

6.4.2 Decode and Forward
In the case of decode-and-forward, the outage probability can be derived as follows

P out

=

Pr b s,D +X ~ 'Yoh's,D ~ 'Yo) Pr bs,D ~ 'Yo )
Pr b s,D +X ~ 'Yo )

(6.19)

Since the two links (direct and best indirect links) are independent, then the outage probability can be found by finding the convolution of the two PDFs to find the overall PDF and
then finding the CDF. After doing some necessary manipulations, then P out can be derived
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and written in a closed form as
M

k

L II (1 x 1+
[

6.5

_

1

k

(IT7=1exp ( - 'Yo/1R;..,D) - 1s,D exp ( -'Yo/1s,n) )

_

k

'YS,D - 1/ l::i=ll/'YR>.;.D

1

'

E i=l 'Yn;. ..D
'

B>.;)

l

(6.20)

Normalized Throughput Analysis

Similar to chapter 5, the expected number of transmissions (original transmission plus
retransmission) is given by
E (T) = 1 x Pr (T = 1) + 2 x Pr (T = 2)

(6.21)

where Pr (T = 1) represents the probability that only one time slot needed and Pr (T = 1)
represents the probability that two time slots needed. Now, consider the probability of
each of the two cases. In case 1, the transmission takes only one time slot. The probability of successful transmission after the first time slot is given by Pr (T = 1) = PI =
exp ( - 'Yo/1s,n ), and the probability of successful transmission after the two time slots is

given by Pr (T = 2) = 1 - exp ( -'Yo/1s,o) = 1 - Pl· Finally, after simple manipulations, the
throughput can be written as

R

Throughput = - 2 - PI

(6.22)

Note that the incremental relaying technique studied in the previous chapter and the
incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity has the same throughput. This means that
the main advantage of the incremental-best-relay diversity is to achieve the same spectral efficiency of the incremental relaying technique with much improvement in the error
performance as we will see in the n ext section.
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6.6

Numerical Results and Analysis

In this section, we show numerical results of the analytical BER for binary phase shift

keying (BPSK) modulation, and outage probability. We plot the performance curves of the
average BER, and outage probability versus the SNR of the transmitted signal (Es/No dB).
We also show the results of the computer simulations for verification.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 compare the error performance of the incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity with that of the regular cooperative diversity networks (all the relay
participate), best-relay scheme and conventional direct system for different values of 'Yo
and forM = 3. From these two figures we can conclude the following points:
First, as expected, the best-relay scheme outperforms all other cooperative diversity
networks and can achieve M
erative also achieve M

+ 1 diversity order for the entire SNR region (regular coop-

+ 1 diversity order but with less virtual array gain). However, the

incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity can achieve the same error performance of the
best-relay scheme at low SNR while at high SNR (for approximately SNR > 'Yo) the error
performance will tend to have diversity order of 1 and virtual array gain1 . From Figures
6.2 and 6.3 it is apparent that the virtual array gain depends on the value of 'Yo: for high
values of 'Yo we have higher virtual array gain and vice versa. It should be also noted that
when 'Yo = oo we go back to the best relay scheme. Fuithermore, for high values of 'Yo
the region where the incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity outperforms the regular
cooperative diversity networks also increases.
Second, it can be seen from Figures 6.2 and 6.3 that there is a critical SNR point where
the error performance will no longer has M

+ 1 diversity

order and this critical value

actually depends on 'YO· Even more, it can be seen that this critical value starts earlier
for adaptive decode-and-forward scheme compared to amplify-and-forward scheme. In
addition, it can be seen that adaptive decode-and-forwaid scheme slightly outperforms
1
If the error rate is plotted versus the SNR on a log-log scale the ctiversity order can be interpreted as the
slope of the so-obtained curve whereas the virtual array gain corresponds to the horizontal position of the
curve.
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the amplify-and-forward scheme. It is worthy to mention that thls improvement of the
adaptive decode-and-forward comes with extra complexity at the relays compared with
the amplify-and-forward scheme. Finally, it should be noted that for high SNR, amplifyand-forward and decode-and-forward have exactly the same error performance because
they have the same asymptotic error performance which validates equation (6.16).
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Figure 6.2: Error performance for the decode-and-forward incremental-best- relay selection
scheme over Rayleigh fading channels.
It should be noted that the value of 'Yo is an important factor to determine the error performance of the whole system. Actually this value can be determined based on the quality
of service and transmission delay that could be accepted (voice, video or data transmission). In Figure 6.4, we show how many time slots we need to complete the whole transmission of a message for different values of 'YO· We should note that for best-relay scheme
we need two time slots regardless of the number of the relays, for regular cooperative diversity we need M

+ ltime slots (number of the relays will increase the transmission delay

between the source and the destination) and one time slot for direct transmission (ideal
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Figure 6.3: Error performance for the amplify-and-forward incremental-best- relay selection scheme over Rayleigh fading channels.
case). It is obvious tha t increasing 'Yo will increase the number of time slots needed to complete the transmission and vice versa. Therefore, the value of 'Yo depends on the quality of
service to be afford. For example, for /o

= 8 at SNR = 15 dB, the average number of time

slots needed to complete transmission of a message is 1.2 and the error probability of 10- 4
while for direct transmission the error is 10- 2 • Furthermore, for 'Yo = 8 at SNR = 20 dB,
the average number of time slots needed to complete transmission of a message is almost 1
(almost the same as the direct link) with error probability of w- 6 while the direct link has
error probability of 3 x

w- 3 . This big improvement (more than 3 orders of m agnitude) can

be used in a hidden way to increase the data rate by going further to higher modulation
level. It should be mentioned that the throughput of the incremental-best relay scheme is
the same as the increm ental scheme.
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Figure 6.4: Error performance for the amplify-and-forward incremental-best- relay selection scheme over Rayleigh fading channels.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work
Cooperative diversity teclmiques have been proposed to achieve transmission diversity
without the need of using multiple antenna elements by exploiting the broadcasting nature
of the wireless channel. The main goal of cooperative diversity is to create a virtual MIMO
system by forming a virtual antenna array, in which each element of the array represents a
single node having a single antenna.
We have discussed various aspects of cooperative diversity networks over different
fading channel models. The main conclusions of this thesis are as follows:
1. Tight performance bounds for dual-hop and multi-branches cooperative diversity

networks over independent non-identical Nakagami-m fading channels have been
investigated. Our numerical results show that the derived error rate and outage
probability are a tight lower bound particularly at medium and high SNR.
2. Fixed and adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative diversity have been analyzed
in terms of the error probability and the outage probability over independent nonidentical flat Nakagami-m fading channels. A closed-form expression for the error
probability was determined. From the theoretical results, we can say the following:
First, the source-relay link has the most influence on the error performance and thus
the best location of the relay is near to the source. Second, the proper d1oice of the
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forwarding threshold depends on the value of the SNR.
3. With respect to the number of hops, the following was found
• It is apparent that, in general, relay power is better used when it adds a cooperative branch than when it adds a hop in an existent branch. The reason is that
adding more branches will increase the diversity order but adding more hops
will increase the coding gain only. In cellular scenarios, the two-hop scheme
leads to identical resource allocation for conventional and cooperative relaying.
• Limiting the number of hops strongly simplifies combining, resource allocation,
and scheduling.
4. We examined the performance of amplify-and-forward relaying scheme using a differential non-coherent modulation EGC cooperative wireless communication systems. We have obtained analytical closed-form expressions of the distribution for
the instantaneous SNR, the outage probability and the error performance.

We

have shown that differential EGC technique for amplify-and-forward and adaptive decode-and-forward relay scheme offer remarkable diversity advantage (despite
their simplicity) over direct transmission and conventional non-cooperative relaying
over Nakagami-m fading channels.
5. An interesting point that can be extracted from Chapters 2 and 3 is that coherent
MRC and differential EGC cooperative diversity networks outperform the traditional
MISO system. This is due to that the cooperative network can benefit from the nonlinearity relationship between the power and the distance. This advantage leads to
high average SNR will be received at the destination compared to the traditional
MISO. If we place more than one antenna at the destination this behavior also will
be hold and cooperative diversity in some applications can outperform traditional
MIMO System.
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6. In this thesis, important performance metrics of the best-relay cooperative diversity
networks, operating over independent, but not necessarily identically distributed
Rayleigh fading channels was addressed. Based on the derived PDF formula of the
end-to-end SNR, novel closed-form expressions for the average error probability, outage probability, average channel capacity and average output SNR were obtained.
Computer simulation results verified the accuracy and the correctness of the proposed analysis.
7. Selecting the best-relay cooperative diversity technique has a strong advantage in
saving the channels. In selecting the best-relay technique increasing M will increase
the diversity order without sacrificing the spectral efficiency.
8. Incremental cooperative diversity network is an efficient technique that can be used
to save the channel resources and use these channel resources only when it is necessary. The closed-form error performance expressions of the incremental relaying
scheme as well as outage probabilities are derived. Its performance analysis illustrates that this protocol dramatically outperforms the direct transmission system under any scenario of error performance threshold, relay position and transmit power
without increasing implementation complexity.
9. The incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity goes one step further than incremental relaying technique by combining the best relay and incremental relaying
schemes together.
der of M

Our results show that this scheme can achieve diversity or-

+ 1 in low SNR region

and virtual array gain in the high SNR region.

Also, the incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity has variable data rate and depends on the value of the threshold value used and the region of SNR. Furthermore,
the incremental-best-relay cooperative diversity can achieve high error performance
without a very small reduction in the data rate.
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.------------------------------------------------- - - -·

7.1

Future Work and Open Challenges

As a future work, the following subjects for further investigations can be suggested:
1. Studying the impact of the relay(s) location on the performance analysis and try to
find the optimum location of the relay that will increase the performance of the system. This study is important especially for decode-and-forward technique since the
decode-and-forward scheme is non-linear which means the mid-point is not the optimum one.
2. Analyzing the effect of the fading parameters on the performance of the best-relay,
incremental relaying and incremental-best-relay schemes. This study is vital because,
for example, in the cellular system the fading parameters of the mobile-base station,
mobile-mobile channels are different. This means that we need to go to more general
fading channels like Nakagarni-m fading channels.
3. Studying cooperative diversity networks over fading channel that can be used to

model the multi-path, shadowing and path-loss like generalized gamma fading channel.
4. Analyzing optimum power allocations. How we should distribute the power between the source and the relays to achieve the best performance? This also leads
to increase the complexity of the system. This study should reveal if we distribute
the power evenly will give us acceptable performance without increasing the system
complexity.
5. Studying the cross layer issue as this is an important subject especially for the advanced relaying scheme introduced in this thesis.
6. In this thesis, little regard is given to the complexity of the receivers/transmitters
required to implement the various protocols introduced. Future work should examine this issue more thoroughly to ensure that the improved results are achievable by
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practical systems.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the equation (2.5)
We consider amplify and forward model where relays simply amplify the signal received
from the source. Assuming that S and R;. transmit through orthogonal channels, the destination D receives M

+ 1 independent copies of the signal x(t), transmitted by the source
+ ns,D (t)

YS,D (t)

=

hs,D#sx (t)

YR;,D (t)

=

hR; ,DGi ( hs,R; /Esx (t)

+ ns,R;. (t)) = hs,R;.GihR;. ,D#sx (t) + neq (t)
(A.1)

where neq (t) = hR; ,DGins,R;. (t) + nR;.,D (t) and Gi is the amplification factor which will be
discussed later. The receiver collects these copies with a maximum ratio combiner (MRC).
We emphasize that the noise terms ns,D(t) and neq (t) do not have identical power because
neq (t) includes a noise contribution at the intermediate stage; for this reason, the MRC

should be preceded by a noise normalization step. With this combining rule, the resulting
SNR of the decision variable is
_ h2 Es
r equ,AF - S D N,0
'

M

(

2

" ' GihR;.,Dhs,R;) Es

+ L__;
i= l

(

2)
1 + (Gihs,RJ No
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(A.2)

Here, we choose the amplification factor Gi; to maintain constant instantaneous power
output, equal to the original transmitted power

(A.3)

Eq. (A.3) needs that the relay can estimate the channel fading hs,R.. Substituting (A.3) into
(A.2) we obtain

+"
M

r equ,AF

= /S,d

~

rS,R;'YR; ,D

i = l rS,R;
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+ 'YR;,D + 1

(A.4)

Appendix B

Performance Analysis of Multi-hops
Multi-Branches Wireless Cooperative
Diversity Networks over
Non-identical Nakagami-m Fading
Channels
We consider a cooperative system with M

+ 1 diversity branches B o, B1 , · · · , B M as shown

in Figure B.l, where by convention the diversity branch B 0 corresponds to the direct path

with fading coefficient f. Each of the remaining M branches B1, · · · , BM is composed of
N relays R 1 , · · · , RN_ 1, i E {1 , · · · , M }. The flat Nakagami-m fading channel coefficients

between the relays R;,; and R;_,;+l of branch B i are denoted by
coefficient between the source and the first relay and

~.N

h i,j +l 1

with

h i,l

being the

being that between the last relay

and the destination. In addition all the fading channels are mutually-independent and
non-identical.
We define the average per-hop SNRs as

'Yi,j =
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E(

hL)E s/ No , where E s is the trans-

f
hu.·

Figure B.l: illustration of theN-hop M -branche communication system.
rnitted signal energy and No is the one sided power spectral density of the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) and we also define f "Yi,; b) to be the PDF of "/i,j ·
Assuming MRC at the destination node, the total SNR at the destination node can be
written as

M

"/eqv.

= 'Y! + 2::.:
i=l

l-l

II (1 + "'t,)
~) - 1

[ N

(B.l)

j=l

The total SNR for cooperative diversity networks can be approximated by its upper bound
bb) as follows
M

"/eqv.

:S 'Yb = "'f + 2::.: 'Yi

(B.2)

i=l

where 'Yi = min bi,l, 'Yi,2, .. · , 'Yi,N ). The approximate SNR value in (B.2) is analy tically
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more tractable than the exact value in (8.1); and as a result, this facilitates the derivation of
the SNR statistics (CDF, PDF, and MGF).
Assuming the independency in all branches and hops, then the MGF of / b can be written as
M

M'Yb (s) = M-y1 (s)

fl M-y, (s)

(8.3)

i= l

where M -y1 (s) and M-y, (s) are the MGF of 1'! and /i, respectively. Since the assumption
that f is modeled by Nakagami-m distribution; it can be easily shown that
M-y1 (s) = ( 1 + s

:::! )-m,

(8.4)

where mf is the Nakagami-m fading parameter off and 1! = E (P) E 5 / No. In order to
find M-y, (s), we find the CDF of /i as follows
N

1-

IT Pr (1'i,j > 1')
j=l

1-

IT r (~- .{
•,J

j=l

where r

(mi,j,

~i,J
1')
/t,)

(•,. ) is the incomplete gamma function [22, eq.(8.350.2)], r

(8.5)

(. ) is the gamma func-

tion [22, eq. (8.310.1)], and mi,j are the Nakagami-m fading parameters of h i,j·
Thus, the PDF can be found by taking the derivative of (8.5) with respect to , , yielding

In order to get a closed form expression of the MGF of 1'i we assume that

m i,j

takes only

integer values, then the approximate results for outage probability or error performance for
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non-integer values of mi,j can be obtained using interpolation of the final results obtained
for integer values. Since the MGF of 'Yi can be written as

(B.7)

Then integral can be evaluated in a closed form as follows. By expressing the incomplete
gamma function by its finite series as
k - 1 xP

r (k , x) =

(k - 1)! exp ( -x )

L 1p.

(B.8)

p=O

for arbitrary integer value (k). Then, the PDF in (B.6) can be rewritten as
m;,;- 1-1 mi,j+l-1

:L

:L
(B.9)

Finally, the MGF of 'Yi after rearranging, performing all the manipulation required, can be
written in a closed form as

(B.lO)

By substituting (B.lO) and (8.4) into (B.3) we obtain a closed form expression of M'Yb' which
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can be written as
m;,j - 1-l

mi,j+J - 1

I:

I:

(B.ll)

Using M 'Yb' the error rate can be evaluated for a wide variety of M-ary modulations (such
as M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK) and M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM))[23].

Figure B.2 shows the BER performance at different values of the number of cooperating
nodes (M), for N = 3 and for arbitrary values of fading parameters and average SNRs. It
is clear that the BER bound is tight enough especially in medium and high SNR regime.
From Figure B.2 we can also notice that the number of cooperating relays (M) has a strong
impact of the performance enhancement and the achieved diversity order.
It should be noted from Figure B.2 that the tightness of the error performance improves

as E 5 /No increases; however, the proposed lower bound slightly loses its tightness at low
E 5 /No values particularly when M increases. This is due to the fact that the accuracy of

total SNR approximation (in (B.2)) improves as E s/No increases.
In Figure B.3, an asymmetric network geometry is examined where the relays are distributed in equal distances on a straight line between Sand D. Direct path lengthS --> D
is normalized to be 1. In all presented results, the path-loss exponent a: = 3 is under investigation. We can see that the simulation results well match the theoretical ones. This shows
that the theoretical error performance expressions are almost exact. In addition, Figure B.3
demonstrates that the cooperation significantly improves the BER performance in comparison with direct transmission. These results are obvious because the cooperation benefits
from diversity gain as well as from path-loss reduction.
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B(hn = 0.75, E(h~),. 0.8, E( h~) = .9, E(J,) = 0 .5, m 1 "" I , m, = 2, m 3 = 1, m 1 =- 0 .5.
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Figure 8.2: 8ER performance for several number of cooperative paths (M = 0, 1, 2 and 3)
and N = 3.
It is apparent from Figures 8 .2 and 8.3; (as expected) that in general, relay power is

better used when it adds a cooperative branch than when it adds a hop in an existent
branch. The reason of that adding more branches will increase the diversity order but
adding more hops will increase the virtual array gain only. It can be proven easily that
similar results can be seen for outage probability performance.
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= 1, E(h
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Figure B.3: BER performance for several number of multi hop (N = 2, 5 and 7) and M =
l(diversity order of 2)
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Appendix C

Performance of the SNR Threshold
Decode-and-Forward Cooperativ e
Diversity Networks over Nakagami-m
Fading Channels
Consider a cooperative communications in a dual-hop wireless network where information is transmitted from a source S to a destination D with the assistance of a relay R
as shown in Figure C.l. All terminals are equipped with single-antenna transceivers and
sharing the same frequency band. In addition, each terminal can not transmit and receive
at the same time to mitigate the implementation complexity. Time division multiplexing
(TOM) is used for channel access in this section.
In this appendix we will consider the adaptive decode-and-forward scheme which the

forwarding decision at the relay is made on the basis of an SNR threshold. The forwarding
threshold 'Yo defines the minimum instantaneous SNR for which the relay will decode and
forward the signal received from the source. Note the following tradeoff: while a large
'Yo lowers the probability of a decoding error (thus minimizing the risk of error propaga-
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g
h

f

Figure C.1: Illustration of a multi branch cooperative diversity network.
tion induced by the forwarding relay), it decreases the number of cases in which the relay
decodes and forwards, thereby reducing diversity benefits. For convenience of presentation and simplicity, we assume a BPSK modulation for all the transmissions. However, the
derivations can be extended to MPSK modulation.
The general error probability of the decode-and-forward scheme can be written as

Pe2e (e) = P (dec) Pdiv (e) + (1 - P (dec)) Pnon-coop (e)

(C.1)

where, P(dec) is the probability that the relay decodes and forwards, Pdiv( ) is the probability that an error occurs in the combined diversity transmission from source and relay to
the destination, and Pnon-coap (e) is the probability of error given that the relay decides not
to decode. P(dec) can be written as

P(dec) = Pr(l'h >'Yo) = - r ( l)r (mh, ~h 'Yo)
mh
'Yh
where, m 11 is the Nakagami-m fading parameter between the source and relay,
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(C.2)

"fh

E (h 2 ) E5 /No is the average SNR from the source to the relay,

gamma function [22, eq.(8.350.2)], and

r (.)

r (•,•) is the incomplete

is the gamma function [22, eq. (8.310.1)]. It

should be noted that for fixed decode-and-forward scheme P(dec) = 1, since the relay
always sends another copy to the destination.
If the relay decides to decode and forward, the destination combines the signals it re-

ceives from source and relay. Then the resulting error probability Pdiv(e) can be written
as:

Pdiv (e)= P(S,R) (e) Pprop (e)+

(1 -

P(S,R) (e)) Pcoop (e)

(C.3)

where Pcs,R) (e) is the probability of error at the relay, Pprop (e) is the probability that an
error happens in the cooperative transmission from the source and the relay to the destination given that the relay decoded unsuccessfully (propagation error), and Pcoop (e) is the
probability that an error happens in the cooperative transmission from the source and the
relay to the destination given that the relay decoded correctly.
The average bit error rate (BER) at the relay when BPSK modulation is used can be
written as (The proof is at the end of this section):

p (S, R)

(e)

x

mh-1
I: k\ ( ~h )k (1 + ~" )-k-1/2 r (k+ 1/2, (1 + ~h ) 'Yo)
k=O

·

Note that for a special case 'Yo

/'h

'Yh

= 0, and mh =

(C.4)

'Yh

1 (Rayleigh channel), we obtain the well

known probability of error for BPSK transmission over Rayleigh fading channel.
In case of a decision error, the relay transmits an erroneous signal to the destination,
thus leading to error propagation. The error probability due to error propagation (Pprop (e))
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can be well approximated as (The proof is at the end of this section):

(C.S)

where m 9 is the Nakagarni-m fading parameter between the relay and destination, ;:y9 =
E (g 2 ) E s/No is the average SNR from the relay to the destination and 1! = E (!2 ) E 5 / No is
the average SNR from the source to the destination.
The Pcoop(e) denotes the probability of error at the destination after combining the signals received from the source and the relay, given that the relay has correct detection. This
error can be written as (The proof is at the end of this section):

~~

Pcoop (e)

L..,. .::.1

k=l

+

Lmg ~

.::.2

k=1

(2k - 1)!!
2

kkl

.

(2k - 1)!!
kkl
2 .

(mf)m'
(k , k + 1/ 2, k + 1; - -=mf)
-::2F1

/J

/J

(mg)
mg 2 Fl (k, k + 1/ 2, k + 1; --=m
-=/g
/g

9)

(C.6)

where (2k - 1)!! is the double factorial notation denoting the product of only odd integers
from 1 to (2k - 1), 2F 1 ( • , • ; • ; • ) is the Gauss' hypergeometric function defined in [22, eq.
(9.100)],

mf is the Nakagami-m fading parameter between the source and destination, 2

( _ 1)m9

(m 9 /''Y9 (mt+m 9 - k- 1)!
d-::;- _ ( _ )mt (mtl'Yt t'(m9 +mrk- l)!
1
(mghg) k mg (mr 1)!(mg- k)!"
(mtl"ft / mf (mg - l )!(mr k) ! an ~2 -

1

=

)m 9

Finally, if the relay decides not to decode, then the destination needs to rely on the direct
channel from the source to the destination. Then the corresponding error probability can
be written as [23]

(C.7)

By substituting (C.4), (C.S) and (C.6) into (C.3) and then substituting (C.2), (C.3) and (C.7)
into (C.l) we can have a closed-form expression for the end-to-end error probability of the
SNR threshold adaptive decode-and-forward scheme over Nakagami-m flat fading chan-
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nels.
The error performance analysis given above can be used for an arbitrary tlueshold /O ·
However, we can easily compute the optimum threshold that minimizes the error probability for the SNR tlueshold adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative diversity. This
optimum tlueshold can be determined by setting the derivative of Pe2e(e) with respect to
/o equal to zero. Since the derivative of Pe2e(e) with respect to 10 can be written as

aPe2e(e) _ a (P (dec) Pdiv (e))
a
a/ 0 /0

+

a ((1 - P (dec))) n
( )
a
Fnon-coop e

(C.8)

/0

Then by setting (C.8) equal to zero and using Leibnitz differentiation rule [22], we can
compute tl1e optimum tlueshold (denoted as /opt ) as

Q ( ~) = Pnon- coop (e) - Pcoop (e) =>/opt = ~
Pprop (e) - Pcoop (e)
2

[Q-1(Pnon- coop (e) - Pcoop (e))] 2(C.9)
Pprop (e) - Pcoop (e)

where Q- 1 is the inverse Q-function.
An asymmetric network is examined where the relay is located on a straight line between the source and destination. Direct path length S

---t

D is normalized to be 1. In all

presented results, the path-loss exponent a is equal to 3.
We verify the accuracy of the BER expressions in (C.1) using Monte-Carlo simulations.
The results are depicted in Figure C.2 for /O

=

0, 0.4106, 1.3530, 2.3874 and /opt· We can

see that the simulation results match ilie theoretical ones very well. This shows that ilie
theoretical BER expressions are almost exact. In addition, Figure C.2 demonstrates that
the cooperation significantly improves the BER performance in comparison wiili direct
transmission. These results are obvious because the cooperation benefits from ilie diversity
gain as well as from ilie path-loss reduction. Figure C.2 shows that adaptive decode-andforward scheme outperforms ilie fixed decode-and-forward scheme regardless of the SNR
value; hence we will focus on the adaptive decode-and-forward scheme in the following
results.
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Figure C.2 also shows the influence of /a on the BER performance. It is evident that
when / a is large, the diversity order is reduced since the probability that the relay retransmits the source data is small. Also, the small threshold increases the percentage of
incorrect detection at the relay and thus decaying the performance of the receiver. This
point is clearly shown in Figure / O· It is obvious that the optimum BER curves lie below
all the others. Moreover, based on (C.9), we find the list of the optimum thresholds

/ opt

corresponding to each Es/No in Table C.l. Table C.l shows that the values of /opt increases
with respect to the increase of E 8 /No.
Since the analysis agrees with the simulation, we will use only the theoretical formulas
in the following remaining results.
ds,R = 0.6, dn,D = 0.4, ds,D = 1, mh = m 9 = m1 = 1.
10° ,------.------,-------,---r=~7=~~==~~~
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Figure C.2: BER of the adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative diversity and direct link
for different values of rO·

Table C.l: The optimum threshold
Eri Na 5dB lOdB 15dB 20dB 25dB
1.084 1.888 2.823 3.839 4.882
/opt
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30dB
4.946

Figure C.3 shows the effect of mh on the error performance when m 9 and m f are constant. It can be shown from Figure C.3 that as rnh increases the error performance improves
until it approaches the ideal case which is two transmit diversity (the source and the relay
send the same signal to the destination), especially for moderate to high SNR. This behavior occurs because as m" increases Ps,R significantly decreases; hence the relay will send a
freshly corrected new signal to the destination with high probability getting the ideal case
(two transmit diversity) at the destination. Note that for low SNR P(dec) is not close to
1 and this is why for this region the error performance is not close to the ideal case (two

transmit diversity). It should be noted that the two transmit ideal case is controlled by the
values of m 9 and m 1 . Hence, obviously if m 9 and m 1 are improved with improving mh
the end-to-end error will be improved.
m,

= m1 = I ,

ds, R

= 0.6,

rlR.D

= 0.4,

rls, o

= I,

'ltl

= 1.3530
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Figure C.3: BER of the adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative diversity for different
values of fading parameter mhThe effect of m 9 can be seen in Figure C.4. It can be noticed that m 9 improves the BER
until it approaches the value of mh (which in this case equals 3). Then there is almost no
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improvement (the two lines for m 9 = 2 and 3 are overlapped in Figure C.4). The reason of
this trend is that when the relay-destination channel is worse than the source-relay channel,
the relay-destination channel will have the most influence on the end-to-end error at the
destination. As the relay-destination channel is getting better, the most influence on the
error will transfer to the source-relay channel due to error propagation. Mathematically
speaking, when m 9 increases the second term of (C.3) will reduce significantly but the first
term will not change (does not depend on mg), leaving the first term (error propagation
term) is the dominant term of (C.3).
ds ,R = 0.6 , dR ,D = 0.4, ds,D = 1, "'I = 1,

111n

= 3,

')'o

= 2.3 7-1.
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Figure C.4: BER of the adaptive decode-and-forward cooperative diversity for different
values of fading parameter m 9 .

C.l

Proof of equation (C.4)

The general average probability of error between the source and relay is given by

(C.lO)
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We consider a case of communication over a Nakagarni-m fading channel where detection
is performed only when the instantaneous SNR exceeds a threshold 'YO· The resulting PDF
of the effective SNR after many algebraic simplifications can be written as:

(C.ll)

if 'Y > 'Yo

Now by introducing

(C.12)

by partial integration of (C.13) we have

(C.13)

Applying the definition of the Q-function and using Leibnitz' rule [22, eq. (0.410)], then
after simplifications (C.13) can be written as

(C.14)

With the help of [22, eq. 8.352.2] and some algebraic simplifications, it can be easily
shown that integral in (C.14) can be reduced to (C.4).

C .2

Proof of equation (C.S)

Since we assume BPSK modulation, without loss of generality, we assume that the source
sends +1 symbol, the relay sends - 1 symbol and an error occurs if the destination decides
that - 1 is send. For convenience of presentation, we utilize discrete time complex equivalent base-band models to express all signals. The received signals from the source and the
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relay are

(C.15)

YR,D

note in this case that Xr = - x 8 , after MRC, we can use the following decision variable

YMRC

f* VB.
(

f2

Es

-- -

No

No

("YJ - 'Yg) X s

where

n r:;:; + g•:;:;
=

n1

g* .JE,.

+ ~YR,D
2
g E
s) X s + -J*../Es
g* .JB;
-- n l + - - n3

~YS,D

n3.

No

No

+n

(C.16)

The effective noise ii is also a Gaussian random variable

with zero mean and variance equal to ('YJ

+ 'Yg)-

Since the destination assumes that both

the source and relay send the same symbol, the optimal decision rule at the destination is:

A

X =

{1,
- 1,

if Y MR C

> 0;

ifYM R C

<0

(C.17)

The probability of error propagation given the SNRs of R--+ D and S --+ D channels is

Pr(YMRC

=

< OI/J,'Yg)

Pr (n > ('Y1 - 'Y9 ) I'YJ,'Yg)

Q(

'Y! - 'Yg
)
J C'YJ + 'Yg ) /2

(C.18)

Then, P prop

Pprop

(e)
(C.19)
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Due to the complexity of the exact expression given in (C.19), we use a high SNR approximation for Pprop(e). If we assume 'YJ >> 1, "{g >> 1 and ( = 'YghJ then

Q(

'YJ- "{g
)
j('Yf +"{g) / 2

-

Q(

=

{ 1,

-

r-v;

1- (

v 'YJ j(1 + () /2
if ( > 1;

(C.20)

- 1, if( < 1

where we use
1,

Q(x)

~

{ 0,

if X>> 1;

(C.21)

if X<< 1

Substituting (C.21) in (C.19), we obtain

Pprop (e )

Pr (( > 1) = Pr bJ <"{g)

and this double integrals can be evaluated in a closed form as in (C.S)

C.3

Proof of equation (C.6)

It is known that the average error probability of MRC of two branches can be written as
Pcoop (el"fJ, 'Yg)

= Q ( .j2 bJ + 'Yg) ) [23]. And also the average error probability can be

written as Pcoop (e) = fr~, Q ( ~ f'Ye ('Yeq) d"feq where f'Ye ('Yeq) is the PDF of"teq = 'YJ+'Yg·
By noting that 'YJ and "{g are independent random variables, then the PDF of "feq can be
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written as:

(C.23)

and using [22, eq. (3.383.1)], it can be expressed as

where (n)k r (n + k) /f (k) is the Pochammer symbol. By substituting (C.24) into (C.23),
and this integral can be evaluated via [22, eq.(6.455.1)] by noting that Q( • ) can be expressed
as an incomplete Gamma function. Therefore, the Pcoop(e) can be derived in closed form
as in (C.6).
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Appendix D

Derivation of equation (3.14)
By following the same method in [36], we let X = 'YS,R;'YR;,D and X = 1s,n.

+ 'YR;,D + 1.

The PDF of 'YS,R;,D is determined as follows

roo

IYI fx,y('Yy, y)dy

J1s,n;+l

fooo l1s,R; + 1 + uj fx,Yb(1s,R; + 1 + u),is,R; + 1 + u)du
(D.1)

where f x,v(x, y) = fxiY(xjy)fy(Y) denotes the joint PDF of X and Y. the marginal PDF of

Y is given by
jy (y) =

(y -1s R; - 1)mn;.v-l (m o. D) mn; ,D
( - mo. D (y -1s o - 1) )
'
-_' "-'
exp
'"' _
•"'•
r( mn;,D)
'YR;,D
'YR.,D

(D.2)

The conditional PDF fxlv(xjy) is given by

f

(xjy) =
XIY

1/r(mso) (
X
) ms,n, - l (mso. ) ms,n;
( xmso .f1so . )
•'"
-''-"
exp
''"'
''"
IY -1s,n; - 11 y -1s,n;- 1
1s,R;
(y -1s,R;- 1)
(D.3)
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Substituting (0.3) and (0.2) into (0.1), after some straightforward manipulations we obtain

-r s.n.-1 (~;·::: ) ms,n; ( mR.,D) mn;.v
f 'Ys,n;.vb) =

x

f (ms,R.,)f(mR.,,D)

-'Y-R.-·,D-

(1 + ts'R.

( -"(ms,R. )
exp __:_ts-,R.,:::!:·:..::!.

+ u )ms,n; exp ( - m R.
-'-D u - -1 "(m s ,.u... (1 + 'Ys'R.,) ) du
ul-mn..v+ms,n;
'YR.,D
u
'Ys,R,

1
o

(0.4)

By assuming m s,R. is a positive integer, and using binomial theorem of the expression

(1

+ ts,R., + urS,R;

1

the equation in (0.4) with the help of [22, eq. 3.478.4] can be written

as in (3.14).
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